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ON! OF KENTUCKY%
WEILKLY PAPERS

Kentucky Windage

TWO SECTIONS
'The News has won awards for
excellence every year it has been
subm.tted In Judging contests.

(By P. W.)
There have been stories and stories written about the Calley court-martial at Ft.
Benning, but I must confess that as an ex-GI
I side 100% wftli the Army in the matter,
and against President Nixon's untimely intervention in the case. The Army may fire
masive shells into an enemy-held village and
unknowingly kill defenseless women and
children; the Air Force may drop burning
napalm and block-buster bombs in an enemy
strongpoint and unknowingly kill women
and children; but plain eyeball-to-eyeball
murder of women, young children and tottering old men has never been in the book as
something to be condoned by anybody, Calley included.
If President Nixon felt compelled to intervene, I think he could have at least waited quietly until the fanfare and hubbub had
subsided, and at least let the lesson for cruel
murder sink into public consciousness a little
better than he did.
While on the Vietnam direction, a remark from Donnie Green this week will be
enlightening to any old WW2 veterans who
wonder about*:
Following his film-talk at Tuesday's
Rotary meeting, someone asked Donnie
what the attitude of today's soldier in Vietnam is like.
His answer is surely one that could
have been used by any drafted soldier for
any conflict that any nation has ever engaged in:
"Seventy-five percent of us guys didn't
want to go, but we were drafted and we
went. Once we got over there we were interested in doing anything possible, including
invading anywhere, to win the war and
come home."
I was asked this week if I planned to
go back to the old schedule of Thursday
morning local mail delivery.
No, I don't think I will, at least for the
time being. By getting this extra day for writing (Wednesday), between publication of the
Shopper and the News, we are able to do a
lot of writing at the last minute that we
couldn't manage otherwise. The South Fulton election stgries ,argyiust one example;
there will be others, including a right import one next week.
Incidentally, you are seeing the name
"Angela Mueller" more and more on feature
stories in The News these days. Angela is a
1970 UK graduate who has been writing for
the Hickman Courier and The News since
last fall, and now is spending (thankfully)
full time over here helping me.
We also have another new gal in the office: Karen Rice, daughter of Fulton City
Clerk Barbara Rice, joined us a couple of
weeks ago to replace Mary Arnold and Lana
Campbell as front-office assistant. More
about these two next week.

Strange Campaign
Did you know that the gubernatorial
election in Kentucky this year is one of the
only two that will be held in the nation this
year? The other one is in Mississippi. I've
been trying to find out why these two states
strayed from the fold, or did all the others
stray, and left only Kentucky and Mississippi standing alone. ,
a ,
Can you throw any light on the situation?
And while on the subject of the campaign, as I was a paragraph ago, I wonder
too, if anybody can throw any light as to
why we see some bumper stickers with
Combs-Carroll on them, and others with just
Combs for Governor on them.
I don't think it's much of a secret that a
good many influential Combs supporters are
less than enthusiastic about Julian Carroll
for lieutenant-governor (on the Combs
ticket) but I didn't think that the lack of enthusiasm also penetrates state head-quarters.
Having observed statewide campaigns
for a good many years, I think that the appearance of bumper stickers on autos is a
real barometer of how the campaign is going.
If this barometer holds in the up-coming
gubernatorial campaign, I would say that the
contest between Lt.-Governor Wendell Ford
(Qontinued on page six.)
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Dee McNeill Is Honored For
Long Life In Public Service

,
.0,
Funds Denied For
Creek Bank Repair

Thursday, April 15, 1971

Cubs'Derby
To Be Held
In City Park

Number 15

The Pinewood Derby for the
By Angela Mueller
Cherokee District, Four Rivers
Of all the tributes to Dee
Mayor Nelson Tripp announced at the City
Council, Boy Scouts of AmeriMcNeill that were spoken at
ca, will be held Saturday, April Commission meeting Monday night, April
his birthday dinner, perhaps
12,
17 at the Fulton City Park. that the U. S.
Army Corps of Engineers has turnthe one which said the most
Bill Robertson, Jr., chairman
was from Tom Waller, Paducah
ed
down
Fulton
's request for emergency embankof the derby, said all CubScouts
attorney and past president of
in the district are urged to ment of Harris Fork Creek.
the Kentucky Bar Association:
attend.
"He is a lawyer who has loved
The refusal followed a study of the creek,
Race time is 4 p.m., but
his client, who has suffered with
racers must be checked in and made March
him and given him the best he
5 by investigators from the Memnumbered between 2 and 3:30
had--that epitomizes Dee Mcp.m. An entry fee of ten cents phis District, Corps of Engineers. Mayor Tripp
Neill."
will be charged.
released a letter from Col. John V. Parish
Friends
of
Mr. McNeill
, Jr.,
The track will be set up near Distric
gathered at the Ken-Bar Inn
t Engineer, who stated that, according to
the tennis courts unless the
Saturday night, April 10, to
the
report,
he found that "expenditure of emerweather is bad, in which case
honor him on his 80th birthday
the race will be held in the gency flood protection
and his 56th year of practicing
funds cannot reasonably
Kitty League grandstand.
be justified."
law. They came from Fulton
The
Pinewoo
d
Derby is part
County, Paducah, Mayfield,
of the District's annual CampAlthough refusing to recom- on a year to year
Wickliffe, and elsewhere, to
basis.
oree. Seven troops from Obion, mend emergency funding for
show their love and respect for
This fiscal year a total of
Hickman, and Fulton counties repairs to the creek banks, $200,000
the man who has been one of
was allocated for use
will attend.
the Corps of Engineers is con- throughout
Western Kentucky's most outthe United States.
On Saturday, beginning at 1 tinuing plans for channel im- It is
standing lawyers and public ofapparent from the size
p.m.,
proveme
the
Scouts
nts
will
on
the
give
demcreek.
A of the total allocation that ConJames Warren, Fulton city attoreey, presente
ficials.
d to Dee Mc- onstrations of campfire, first public hearing on this
program gress intended that the money
Two who could not attend, Neill a plaque "in honor of his- 80th birthday
and 56th year aid, pioneering, cooking, will be held at South Fulton
Gov. Louie B. Nunn, and former of law practice April 10, 1971."
High
be used only under conditions
Approximately 65 friends, signaling with radio,
Indian School, May 20 at 7:30 p.m., of extreme urgency.
Gov. Bert Combs, sent con- relatives, and business associates
attended the dinner in artifacts,
the
Mayor
patch
said.
Jac
k et s,
gratulatory letters which were McNeill's honor.
I have reviewed the photoarchery, radio-controlled
The complete text of Parish's graphs of the conditions above,
delivered by State Sen. Carroll
model airplanes, and hiking. letter follows:
at and below the Commercial
Hubbard. Nunn's letter com- County family, the Creeds. Louisville.
Scouts and their parents will
Dee McNeill is the son of
mended McNeill "for services Some members of the McNeill
Street Crossing, and aerial photo your community, not only as family had already come from Thomas Henry McNeill, born have a potluck supper Saturday Honorable Nelson A. Tripp
tographs of Harris Fork Creek
night.
After
Scotland
dinner
and
Ireland
there
to
Mayor
will
settle in 1853, and of Mary Elizabeth
of Fulton
a lawyer but as a true concernfrom Bums Street to College
ed citizen," and enclosed with in America when the Revolu- Creed McNeill, born in 1860. be a campfire, with the Order Fulton, Kentucky 42041
Avenue in South Fulton. Adof the Arrow tap-out. Troop
War broke out. Mc- His father was a stock
the letter
ditionall
y, I have read the
was a Kentucky tionary
handler 55 from Union
Neill's grandfather came from and farmer in Fulton
City will dem- Dear Mayor Tripp:
Memorandum for Record preColonel commission.
County. onstrate
Indian
Scotland
to
dances.
Virginia
, and then to
pared by the engineers from this
Almost every one of the ap(Continued on page four.)
This refers to previous cor- office who visited
proximately 65 guests at the
the site
respondence and contacts con- with you on 5 March 1971.
dinner spoke of his friendship
cerning the possibility of the (A copy of the Memorandum for
with "Mr. Dee," and many excity of Fulton qualifying for Record is inclosed for your recpressed the hope that they will
emergency work on Harris Fork ords.) An analysis of the above
be able to help him celebrate
Creek under the authority of information indicates that the
many more such anniversaries.
Richard Myatt, director of Section
It is not unlikely that McNeill
14 of the Flood Control remaining timber retaining wall
public housing, has announced Act
will continue practicing law for
approved 24 July 1946. along the upstream side of the
Bobby Powell, 17-year-old Mon
that Illinois Bank and Trust
behind
the
family
resiUnder the authority ofSection right bank at the Commercial
many years to come.
junior
at South Fulton High dence. The accident
happened Company of Chicago, with a 14, the Chief of Engineer
While he is long past the age and the son of Mr. and
s is Street crossing affords reasonMrs. around 4 p. m.
bid of 2.33 percent with
a authorized to allot up to $50,- able
when many men have retired Earl Powell of Route 3,
flood protection to the
Ful$34 premium, is the low bidder 000 in
any one fiscal year for structure and the right bank
and found leisure-time hobbies, ton, was critically injured
in
for
Powell
tempora
was
ry
notes
rushed
to
for con- the construction of emergen
FulDee McNeill still enjoys work- the
yard
of his home on ton Hospital for
cy approach which are the public
emergency at- struction of the 80-unit mu- bank protection work
ing. "I don't know what I'd do the Dukedom highway
to pre- property at this location.
Wednes- tention and was immediately nicipal housing project near
vent flood damage to highways,
If I quit work," he declared. day afternoon in an
The level of protection afexplosion dispatched by plane to Mem- H ill view Hospital.
bridge approaches, and public forded by the remaining section
It seems appropriate that a that may have been caused
by phis. The attending physician
The
tempora
ry
notes are in works at one locality when
man who has served his native a homemade bomb.
in of wall could, of course, helmstated that he was in critical the amount of $1,071,000, and the
Hickman and Fulton County for
opinion of the Chief of
(continued on page four)
Sketchy reports reaching the condition.
within 30 to 60 days, bonds will Engineer
so long, both as a lawyer
s
work is adand News at presstime indicate that
4 neighbor working in the be sold in the full amount of visable. Forsuch
an officeholder, is a member young Powell apparent
this
purpose an
ly suf- area at the time reported hear- st,m;000, Myatt said.
allocation is 'made by Congress
of an old American family, the fered the loss of his
left hand ing a "large" explosion in the
McNeil's, and of an old Fulton and his left leg in the
explo- Powell yard, followed minutes
later by cries for help.

Bobby Powell Critically
Injured In Explosion

Now Better Understoo&Renewal
Project Is Winning Acceptance
With
operational
current
timetables, financial arrangements and relocation plans now
clarified and better understood
by the residents in question, the
planning for Fulton's Urban
Renewal Authority seems to be
accepted and progressing
smudgy, The News learned this
week.
The information came from
an interview with Jim Martin,
Executive Director of the local
urban renewal program, and
Joe NevAiern relocation officer.
Three additional Blades have
been added to the Project Area
Committee, composed of Reba
Morris, Mose Patton and Percy
Lee. The three new members
are Jerry Reaves, Mrs. J. B.

Patton and Mrs. Laura Etheridge. The 6-person Committee,
all Blacks, are residents of the
area and represent a crosssection of the project area.
Their function is to act as a
liaison group between residents
of the Urban Renewal area and
the Agency.
A second appraisal of property within the area is scheduled
for April 13th, supplementing
an appraisal originally made in
1967 for determining property
values. At the time the appraiser comes to make his estimate of value, the property
owner is urged to accompany
the appraiser on his inspection,
or to appoint someone to act in
(Continued on page four.)

Earl Powell, the youth's father, is employed by Tolbert
Dallas in construction work;
his mother is a nurse at Fulton Hospital.
Other details were unavailable at presstime.

UK Sets Reception
For Area Students

Chicago Firm Wins
Housing Project Bid

Students, Parents, Teachers,
Friends Present "Oklahoma!"

University of Kentucky admissions officers will hold an
open house Sunday, April 18,
at the Ramada Inn in Paducah
for Purchase Area high school
juniors. The reception will be
Sublette is director of the
held from 2 to 4 p.m.
play and also will conduct the
Mrs. Margaret Morgan, as- orchestra.
His wife, Martha,
sistant UK director of ad- is choreogr
apher and is in
missions, will be present at charge of
makeup.
the reception to meet students
The romantic leads, Curly
and their parents, and to an- and Laurey,
will be played by
swer questions. Mrs. Morgan,
Ronnie Goforth and Jan Jinkins,
is a native of Paducah.
respectively. Both are music

students from the University
of Tennessee at Martin. For
Goforth, his portrayal will be
an encore performance, since
he played Curly in a Memphis
Trezevant High School production of "Oklahoma!" His
wife. Susan, is a member of the
(Continued on Page Six)

plan a national promotion cam- to put on makeup.
paign for a line of mops.
"I opened the first door I
Demonstrations create trafWorld War II interrupted Lou came to, and there
was a wofic, attract customers, and put B.'a employment with Sears.
man inside," Lou B. said. "I
life into department stores. He served with the Marines
in patted
on
the
makeup
and
This axiom was proved for the South Pacific, and returned
straightened my tie, and she
over 25 years by Fulton's Lou to Sears when the war ended.
said, 'Haven't you ever been
Blehslich, who traveled across
In recalling his travels with on television before?'
I said,
the United States making live Sears, Lou B. said, "I pushed
'Sure, plenty of times.' She
demonstrations for Sears, Roe- a mop around the world." He said,
'Well, are you nervous?'
buck housewares.
did not overstate the nature of Of course I wasn't nervous.
Now the proprietor of his own his work,
since he traveled Then she said, 'Well then, what
farm in the Boaz Chapel Com- constant
ly to Sears stores for are you doing in the ladles'
munity in Hickman
County, his live demonstrations, and room?'"
Biehslich (who prefers to be returned
to St. Louis only at
Laundry was always one of
called "Lou B."), his wife Reba, Christm
his problems on the road. "I'd
as.
and their children are enAlthough he was granted a be in Alabama, and I'd take
joying a much quieter life. Lou travel
allowance that would have my laundry in and _ask, When
D. is called away from home permitte
d him to fly, Lou B. said will It be ready?' They'd say
only on special assignments to he
preferred to set his own 'We'll have it for you
by
teach his salesmanship tech- hours
when traveling, and dis- Wednesday,' and I'd tell them,
niques to Sears employees.
liked waiting to make plane 'Send it to Tallahassee, that's
His role of pitchman, he ex- and
bus connections. Among the where I'll be,' " Lou B. said.
plained, was based on the pre- photogra
But one fringe benefit of the
phs and clippings in his
mise that sales are made in- scrapbo
oks is a picture of his job was meeting celebrities.
side the store, when the cus- first trailer,
hitched to a 1937 Lou B. once stayed in a Dallas
tomer sees a product actually Ford Coupe. "They
used to say hotel while George Liberece
being used. Although Lou B's
I lived in a doghouse," Lou B. was also there. In California,
appearance at any Sears store
said, noting that the trailer was he followed a paperboy deliverwas usually well advertised being newspapers in a movie
smaller than the car.
forehand, once he arrived he
The road was "a fast pace, stars' community and met Danrelied on personal demonstra- full of adventur
e and excite- ny Thomas. He sold a mop
tions to promote sales.
ment and plenty of travel," to Loretta Young in Sears' Bel
While in his late teens, Lou B. Lou B.
said. He was in a Air Store, although, he admitstarted working as a sales pro- Bakersfield,
California earth- ted, he didn't know she was
moter for the May Company, quake,
a tornado in Waco, Miss Young until another ema department store in his native Texas, sandsto
rms in New Mex- ployee told him.
St. Louis. Later he took a week- ico, Hurrican
On another occasion, Lou B.
e Carla in Galvesend job at Sears, and there, ton, Texas,
and riots in Los was demonstrating mops in
in the best Hollywood tradition, Angeles
Sears' Hollywood store "and
and Detroit.
he
was "discovered" while
Additionally, there was the I saw this pair of boots. I Lou BielisSch gem donned spree end het to regresont the
"Seers
demonstrating a mop. He was occasion
al "hazard" of walk- looked up and it was Roy Traveling Chef" In a campaig
n to promote the sales of barbecue
then a manufacturer's repre- ing through
the wrong door. Rogers1 I asked him if he'd
sentative for the HollYwood Mop Once
Lou B. was about to make pose with the mop. While I grills. In over IS years wit% Seers, the popular "Lou B." has
Company. He was sent to Sears' a televisio
n commercial in went to get a camera, he crisscrossed the United States and promoted a wide
veriety of
main office in Chicago to help Albuquerque,
and was advised
(continued on page 6)
houeswases. Hs is now. resident et Pullen.
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Roy Bess, Assistant

Com-

missioner of the Tenness
Weeks of dedicated effort by studen
ts, par- partment of Insurance ee Deand
ents, teachers, and just plain interes
ted folks will Banking, will be in South Fulreach their conclusion Friday and
ton next Tuesday as the featurApril 16 and 17, when "Oklahoma!", Saturday, ed speaker at the Rotary Club's
Rodgers and noon luncheon at the Park TerHammerstein's rollicking Broadway
musical, is race.
presented in Carr auditorium at 8
Mr. Bess' talk will center
p. m.
around automobile and
fire
Credit for bringing "Oklahoma!"
insurance rates and the part
to
Fulton
that his department plays in
should go first to John M. Sublet
te, FHS band approving and controlling these
director, who hopes to raise money
from the pro- rates in Tennessee.
duction for new band uniforms. He
The
has been arpersuaded the ranged program
by Rotarian Gordon
Band Parents to sponsor the
presentation.
Baird.

Super Salesman Lou B. Now A Quiet Farmer
By Angela Mueller

Roy Bess To
Speak Before
Rotary Club

At the Rotary luncheon Tuesday, April. 13, Donnie Green,
son of Rotarian James Green,
and a recently-returned Army
veteran of the Vietnam campaign, provided a program of
film slides that were taken in
that theater during his tour of
duty.
Donnie, a Chaplain's assistant with a unit Of the 1st
Cavalry Division, showed a
wide range of pictures taken
on his travels through the
country and in the active combat
zones.

Library Week
To Be Held
April 18.- 24
The week of April 18-24 has
been set aside as National Library
Week throughout the
United States, and will be held
as-such in the City of Fulton.
Each person and family is invited to visit the library during
this special. week and every
week throughout the coming
year.
All overdue books may be returned to the library without
fines during Library Week.
The library hours are from
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Meeday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturiai

Conger To Speak
Al Jaycee Banquet
The Fulton Jaycees will hold
a Distinguished Service Awards
banquet, April 16 at 7:00 p.m.
at the Holiday Inn in Fulton.
Bob Conger, Mayor of Jackson,
Tennessee is the guest speaker.
The banquet provides the annual setting during which the
Jaycees present awards to their
members for outstanding service during the year, as well
as to me of their "bosses" for
outstanding contributions to
Jaycee work.
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South Fulton's DE Program Passes Another
s
Milestone And Wins More Business Praiseworld.
Public acceptance and worth
of South Fulton's Distributive
Education program was again
demonstrated Tuesday night at
the annual "DE" banquet at the
South Fulton cafeteria.

The event was the annual gettogether of students, employers
and school faculty, to appraise the
program during the past year, and
the students who participated in it,
Without exception, both employers and students were strong
In their •praise of the program.

outlook of the business
While not all types of businesses
can adapt themselves to utilize
students under this type of program, we hope that more and
more will find such means; this
will enable the DE program to
maintain pace with the demand.
To continue its success, students must be able to find interesting and challenging afternoon
jobs in many types of businesses in
the community; Mr. Cunningham
told Tuesday's audience that next
year's class will be "larger and
better" than ever.
It is interesting to note two
points here. One is the fact that
the DE program, generally around
the country, has not been received
too well owing to the fact that
many communities have not found
its value. It is thus a tribute to our
communities that the program has
succeeded well because employers here have discovered its business value and have endorsed it by
continued participation in it.

Employers found that the high
school students, who take part of
their day to work in local business
places, were attentive, energetic,
wanting to work, and again proved
to be valuable additions to the
business.
The DE students themselves
were obviously proud of their respective places of employment
and proved, by the seriousness
and intent of their work, that they
had made a long stride in bridging
No finer endorsement could
the gap between the high school
classroom and the practical busi- be asked than one revealed in a
recent survey at UTM. The survey
ness world.
disclosed the fact that students
Obion County school board
from the South Fulton
coming
Chairman Harold Henderson, who
far above the national
rated
area
spoke at the banquet, expressed
intelligence, applicain
average
himself as being extremely pleasleadership, and were a
and
tion
proDE
ed at the standing of the
part of the campus leadership.
gram in the community, and its
To prospective employers who
worth to the students. His sentiments were echoed in remarks by have not used any DE students
Supt. Virgil Yates and program but find they might be interested
supervisor Wyatt Cunningham.
in exploring the possibility, we
like to suggest an interview
Here at The News we can un- would
Cunningham at the
Wyatt
with
three.
derscore the remarks of all
nothing to discuss
costs
It
school.
We have had two DE students
and one might disprogram,
the
with us this past school year, and
cover, as other businesses have,
will have two more next year.
training a student for afterthat
They perform a valuable service,
and week-end work in their
noon
and
do it well, are paid for it,
of business can be a conplace
quickly realize the no-nonsense siderable help to them.

"Library Week" Is A Good Time To Review
Aims, Accomplishments Of This Fine Service
Next week is National Library Week.
Do you really know what can
be found in your public library?
Do you know how to get the most
out of it for your own needs?
Local support is important for
basic operating expenses, but our
libraries could not improve without state and federal help. State
and federal funds for Kentucky
libraries are administered by the
Kentucky Department of Libraries.
Go into your library and take
a look at what is there. Few people
realize that many of our library's
books are carefully selected by a
professional staff at the Department of Libraries. They arrive
regularly at local libraries, catalogued and ready to be placed on
the shelves. Out of the thousands
of books published each year, our
library receives the best of the
crop for children, young people
and adults.
Books are not the only materials found in our libraries.
There are also recordings and
framed paintings ready to take
home. Some libraries have microfilm, film strips, and tapes as well.
We have reason to be proud
of our-libraries here in Kentucky.
For libraries of their size, there

II= of Kentucky's "Sao An iirwand'a
Illfolkly
=nd-elase pasta's paid at Puttee, Ky.
Aaron aft mail (auinterlptissis, change of
address. Perms IBPP) to Peat Office Sax SW
Patten, Kentucity 0041
istiserlption Rafts: SLIM per year hi Patton,
tilcinnan, Graves Counties. Ky., and Mon
and Woeklity Counties. Ti..,. IllIsossiona
skraughairt the United States 34.11/ per year.
Kantor:fry Sultocrlbors row* add 1116 Saki
Tan.
Sersoosoor of various wieldy psn In Rabin
flraf of which was fuead hi INS.
Polseshod Fifty llnd.y. of The Tier of
NI Continental Ave. PuN,, Ky. OM

are few better in the United
States.
One reason for this is the
broad range of services offered. In
addition to our county library services, the Department of Libraries
can be contacted by mail or phone
for materials not found at the local
library. Often these materials or
answers to questions are provided
in two day's time. In emergencies
the time required may be even
shorter. Regional libraries, paid
by the state, help with this work.
For material which cannot be
located in the local library the Department of Libraries maintains a
large collection of books, periodicals, and films. This collection is
used almost entirely by local libraries.
A network of libraries services is being developed by the
Department of Libraries to make
the most unusual material available to local citizens.
Ask your librarian.a difficult
question and see how the system
works. You may be surprised to
find the answers waiting for you.
Get the habit of using the library—not only for personal or
business reasons, but also for answer to the problems of drug
abuse, pollution control, ecology,
consumer protection and hundreds
of other vital matters.
Our libraries can help us to
save the good things of this world
for ourselves and our children.
Good will is not enough. Today we
must have knowledge — the right
knowledge at the right time.
BIBLE DIGEST
H.B. Dean
"For by grace are ye saved
through faith: and that not of
yourselves: it is the gift of God:
Not of works, lest any man should
boast." Ephesians 2:8,9

August New York Times gets
SCOTTISH VIGNETTE
in now and then by one
GLASGOW: There are his- taken
those phoney "cute" stories
If you can keep your head when all about you _
toric homes,fine parks, a charm- of
which the wire services run
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you;
ing countryside, excellent stores
to from time to time.
nearby
Lomond
be
you,
and
all
doubt
men
If you can trust yourself when
Recently United Press Interinterest the traveler, but it must
But make allowance for their doubting too;
national had a story itemed
be remembered that Glasgow
Boise, Ida., which the Times
If you can wait and not be tired by waiting,
is an industrial city, old in
up. It told about the
years, and there are rundown picked
Or, bring lied about, don't deal in lies,
Old Lady" who offered
neighborhoods and some grimy "Little
Or, being hated, don't give way to hating,
a 1969 Cadillac with low mileage
areas. It is different from Dublin,
only $50. The item then
And yet don't look too good, nor talk too wise;
which we have just left. Our for
pointed out that the woman,
If you can dream-and not make dreams your
Irish International Airlines plane
"who preferred to remain alet down through an overcast,
master;
of what nonynous", explained that her
pall
a
noted
we
and
If you can think-and not make thoughts your
husband specified in his will
appeared to be smog,something
chat the car or the proceeds
aim;
like what we see over Los
from its sale should go to his
Ange,les, New York or Cleve- girl friend.
If you can meet with triumph and disaster
land.
This old chestnut has been
And treat those two impostors just the same;
Glasgow has several good
around since the beginning of
and
inns
modest
spoken
many
hotels,
If you can bear to hear the truth you've
the motor car, and I'll bet repensions (offering bed and
,a trap for fools,
search will show it was around
Twisted by knaves to make
breakfast) and also the lodging
in the horse and buggy
Or watch the things you gave your life to broken,
available through Country back
too. Both the UPI and
Homes and Castles, such as days,
And stoop and build 'em up with wornout
Times should have sought
the home of General Sir Gordon the
tools;
verify the story, even though
McMillan and Lady McMillan. to
wassomewhat funny — the first
it
visited.
we
where
If you can make one heap of all your winnings
time around long long ago!
Chief among the city's attrac•• •
And risk it on one turn of pitch-and-toss,
gallery
art
Glasgow
tions is the
structure
And lose, and start again at your beginnings
and museum, a giant
SEMANTICS(from Christian
And never breathe a word about your loss;
with fine displays of medieval
Science Monitor): Kite—fly
life.
wild
models,
sinew
ship
and
armor,
nerve
If you can force your heart and
paper; supersede—does well in
peoples of the world, ceramics
poor soil; protein—youth oriTo serve your turn long after they are gone,
and art. Striking is Dali's paintented.
And so hold on when there is nothing in you
ing of the crucified Christ. It is
•••
so realistic you can almost imExcept the Will which says to them: "Hold
MY FAVORITE JOKE:
the body toppling off the
agine
on";
He: "Dear. I just insured myCross into your arms.
• ••
self for $100,000, so if anything
If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue,
happens to me, you and the
Your cicvcr, short, humorous, children will be taken care of."
Or walk with kings-nor lose the common
contributions are weltimely
She: "That's wonderful. Now
touch;
come. Help make this Home you won't have to go sec the
If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you;
Comfort and Advertisers' De- doctor everytimc you feel sick."
If all men count with you,but none too much;
light column even more appeal— Tadialav
ing. You can reach Meat: Major
•••
If you can fill the unforgiving minute
F-3,
Plaza
Allstate
Points,
With sixty seconds' worth of distance runGood Friend Don Maclean,
Northbrook, Ill.
syndicated columnist, wrote to
Yours is the Earth and everything that's in it,
S's
Santa: "I've had complaints
And-which is more-you'll be a Man, my son!
readers lately that I
INTERVAL means keeping from some
have enough facts in my
Rudyard Kipling
proper distance from the car do not
So please send me 115 ,
ahead. Enough space always column.
long facts, about 25 short facts,
POTATOES ARE CHEAPER to prevent a rearend crash in
and 20 or so facts of medium
by Max Shulman.(the following case the car ahead stops sudFULTON'S
size and weight. DO NOT send
taken from the bookjacket) So denly!
me any government statistics,
complaining
• • •
what's Portnoy
as these are not the same as
about/ He's the only one who's
the
Even
PHONEY NEWS:
facts."
got a Jewish mother maybe/
Morris Katz has one too, and
BY LUCY DANIEL
believe me, that's the least of
his troubles. He's also got a
bad
case of empty pockets, for
some
at
a
Now let's take look
The National Library Week
theme this year is "You've got new books that have just been the year is 1936. But is Mora right to read." Let's face received from ANCO Lease ris depressed by the DepresIt, anyone who wants to stay on Collection, Inc. in Atlanta, sion/ Not him. He finds a brilpresented by your Black Comliant way out of poverty-- Chamber of Commerce
top of this fast moving world Georgia.
mittee.
Celeste Zimmerman. Celeste Fulton, Kentucky
must read all the current news
Tennessee
Fulton,
and
A WOMAN IN THE HOUSE by has everything: rich, Jewish South
magazines, newspapers
I want to say that I feel that
keep up-to-date on any sub- William E. Barrett. "All that and ugly. And she's a pushover Mrs. Joyce Gill
much progress has been made,
ject that may come to his at- you do and all that you learn for Morris's secret weapon,
Chairman
and that due to our meeting
tention. You libraries here in prepares you for that which a fiendishly effective erotic apCitizens together, a much better underBlack
you must face," proach. But between Morris Concerned
Fulton County help supply the some day
Committee
standing exists between the
current magazines newspap- Father Stephen had once told and happiness lie all sorts of
Tennessee
members of both Committees.
young monk. And now, problems, like the aforemen- South Fulton,
ers, booke and all types of ma- the
he tioned Mamma, and A. M. Zimterials for the active, interested Konrad was facing what
I would like to extend our
Celeste's father, Dear Joyce:
person who wants to be in the never had faced before—hatred, merman,
all
help and assistance to
violence and oddly, love. In an and--would you believe it?-know,
and
I understand that the three citizens of both Fulton
National Library Week is oblique way, he had been touched love. And with a girl named
members from the South Ful- South Fulton at any time. You
April 18-29 this year and the by violence and hate in the past: Bridget O'Flynn yetl
ton City Government have def- realize that the Chamber of
Fulton County Library Board, during his terrifying escape
no authority in
The following three books initely resigned from the 18: Commerce has
the Kentucky Department of from East Germany, for inthe area of policy decisions,
his first day in we think the author and title Member White Committee.
Libraries and the librarians at stance; on
Due to this I feel that our but we stand ready at any time
all three units of your Fulton Munich when some young toughs will be all any of our reading
Committee of 18 whites should to assist any group in helping
County Library District would had attached him. But, Father public will need to see to know
to solve whatever
problem
not that they want to read these be dissolved at this time, since
like to invite all of you to come Stephen's teaching had
EDGAR CAYCE'S it seems that the remaining might exist in our community.
the volumes:
for
by the libraries in Fulton, Hick- prepared Konrad
15 members have carried out
man and the Bookmobile and peculiar and intensely personal STORY OF KARMA by Mary
their duties as directed in the Very truly yours,
take a look and see just what hatred of the woman, Ursula; A. Woodward; PASSIONS OF
original forming of the ComIs available if you do not know. "There isn't a woman in the THE MIND by Irvin Stone;
REMEMBERS mittee. You stated at our last Joe W. Trees, Chairman
If you already know what is world who had seen her as you KHRUSHCHEV
meeting that it was your Com- 18-Member White Committee
available, stop by and take ad- saw me," she said. What these by Edward Crankshavi.
mittee's feeling to the white
vantage of these services. As people do to each other, and what
got a members that were present that
Remember You've
usual, there will be no fines is done to them, as love overdays of the they had cooperated in trying to Paul and Jo:
charged on overdue books dur- comes hate is a singularly right to read, 365
solve the six demands that were
Year. Don't blow itl
moving novel.
ing National Library Week,
Print this if you think it
will do us any good. We have
Wilson.
three sets in circulation, one
of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
at C of C, I have one, and Mr.
FROM THE FILES:—
and Mrs. Robert Lamb have
one.
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
We will be glad to furnish
APRIL 9, 1928
one to any club for signatures.
I read it at the Garden Dept.
Samuel Shupe Ethridge presented the FITS of Woman's Club then said all
TWENTY YEARS AGO
department and Miss White with a live. who wanted to could sign all
science
APRIL 6, 1971
copies. (It takes about
water turkey, captured Sunday at Reelfoot Lake. seven
one minute to sign all.) All the
Dan Collins of Fulton High was picked for The bird will be stuffed and placed among high Fulton County ladies were very
anxious to sign and did.
the third team of the seventh annual All-Pur- school curios.
If you want any more inchase basketball squad, which was selected by
formation call me at 472-2701.
Kentucky Attorney-General Daugherty has
players, coaches, and officials of the First Region
We have about 200 signatures
Sunday. Bill Browning, another Fulton player, ruled that the sale of "medical beer," containing and want more.

Connem

Letters Of Interest

Turning Back The Clock 1

3.75 percent alcohol, and now being sold by drug
stores without permits or prescriptions, is in vioWarren Graham, manager of Graham Furni- lation of state law. The ruling was requested by
ture Company here, left Thursday morning on an the state W. C. T. U.
all-expense paid trip to Havana, Cuba. Mr. GraThe Messenger, a new weekly newspaper beham is the guest of McGregors Appliance Distributors of Memphis. He was one of 24 dealers ing published in Union City by the Economy
of the five-state Mid-South Area served by Mc- Printing Company, will have G. D. Capps as ediGregors, selling Youngstown dishwashers, who tor and W. S. Godwin as an associate. The new
paper gives our neighbnring city two first-class
won the week-end trip.
weekly publications.
_
Paul Westpheling, News publisher, was
'Me Jordan baseball team beat Crutchfield
elected president,of the Fulton Rotary Club, fol,
lowing election of the 1950-51 Board of Directors last Friday 11 to 4, with Gaylon Hardison,
Crutchfield pitcher, receiving a broken nose in
Tuesday at the regular club meeting.
Other officers for the coming club year, the game.
which qtarts July 1, will inplorle Randall Burchularence Pickering and Smith Palmer, both
am, vice president; Arch Huddleston, Jr., secreporular young men of Fulton, will open a bakery
tary;and Fred Gibson, treasurer.
at Paria, Tenn.
Two University of Kentucky students from
Work will soon start on the installation of a
Fulton, Miss Carmen Pigue and Miss Mildred
Chi
into
initiated
system; $70,000 has already been turnsewer
been
city
have
Murphy,
Annie
ed over to the bonding company to be used for
Omega social sorority at the University.
construction.
Winner of the South Fulton spelling bee is
C. G. Fields has beemelected city tax assesBetty Johnson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jess
Johnson. The runner-up was Edward Wilson, son sor for 1926.

received honorable mention.

Mildred Freeman
Copies to (with signatures):
J C. Menees,
Honorable
Ralph Graves, Frank A. Stubblefield, John Sherman Cooper,
Marlow Calk, Carroll Hubbard,
Jr., and Lieut. Gov. Wendell
Ford.
Dear Sir;
We, the undersigned, wish to
express our concern over the
fact that we are faced with the
discontinuance of ambulance
service in Fulton County because of lack of funds with
which to finance a satisfactory
service.
We are taxpayers in this
County and feel that taxes are
adequate for necessary funds
such as this, if channeled to
the right sources. Therefore,
we ask that funds be allocated
to finance it.
We know of nothing more important to every eltizen than
to be provided with ambulance
service.
Respectfully,
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wear almost
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The first .
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venturous A
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brought echicat
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His mother too
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(Copies at Chamber Of Commerce for signatures If anyone wants to sign.)
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
"Golden Keys" Is Theme Of
BPW Anniversary Observance

Mrs. Huddleston Presents
Home And Garden Program

The
Fulton - South Fulton phasized that women must
work
Business and Professional Wo- to build up
Mrs. Arch Huddleston prethis country, and
Warren
Graham,
U'S Club celebrated its 12th maintain its
publicity;
sented the program, a mystery- 'Jess
commitment
to
Mary Martin, program,
iversary Tuesday, April 6 our forefathers'
novel review, at a meetl .g Fri- v :h
goals, before
Mrs. C. W. Whitnel and
with a buffet dinner at the Park enemies
day, April 9 of the Home and Mrs.
of the country destroy
Virginia Stokes.
Terrace, after which 24 new everything
Garden department at the Woit stands for.
Election of officers followed
members were recognized.
man's Club.
She was followed by Mrs.
a report by Mrs. Hugh Ptgue
The theme of the meeting was Martha Langley
Mrs. Huddleston
, state BPW
reviewed of the nominating
committee.
The Golden Keys, which dec- membership chairm
"Do Not Fold, Spindle, or Mutian,
who
Mrs. Jack Allen and Mrs. Frank
orated each table. Miss Anna spoke about the growth
late," by Doris Miles Disney. Brady
of the
conduct
ed the business
Lou Caldwell, president, intro- Fulton-South
The novel concerns a group of meeting
Fulton chapter
.
duced the guests. She read a and challen
women who send a fictitious apged members
of
Mrs. E. W. Hart announced
birthday message from Mayor other clubs
plication to a computer-dating plans
to grow as well.
for a buffet breakfast
Nelson Tripp congratulating the Union
service.
City, Murray, Paducah,
May 14, at the Park Terrace.
club on its contributions to the Mayfield
During the business session, Member
and Marshall County
s were urged to get
twin cities.
Mrs. Huddleston was elected
clubs were represented at the
tickets from Mrs. Floyd MarMrs. Elizabeth Caldwell gave meeting.
chairman of the Home and Gar- tin,
ticket chairman.
the invocation, and Mrs. Ruth
den Department for the coming
Mrs. Howard Adams, Mr.and
Hostesses for the afternoon
Scott led
The Pledge
year. Other officers elected were
of Mrs. Cecil Wade, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Mildred Freeman,
Allegiance. Mrs. Jetta Speight Sammy
were: Mrs. Clint Reeds, vice Mrs.
Haddad, and Mr. and
W, B. Holman, Mrs.Crawgave a short welcoming address Mrs. Charles
chairman; Mrs. Frank Brady, ford
Binford were
Kennedy, Mrs. Vyron Mitwelcoming the guests.
The 1971-72 Fulton High School Bulldogs
recording secretary; Mrs. Mil- chell,
recognized for opening their
will be cheered on by these young ladies, who
Mrs. IL H. Murphy, and
were chosen in tryouts Friday, April 9
Mrs. Zuaneta Phelps, assist- homes to the
dred Freeman,treasurer; Mrs. Mrs.
to the FHS chserleading squads for the coming
public during the
Grace Newton.
year. (Left Photo) "A" team cheerleaders
ed by Mrs. Mable Burgess, gave club's 1970
are (foreground) Denise Hamra;
Christmas Tour.
(left
to
right)
Susan
Hagan, Cindy Craven, captain Kent Smith, Debbie
a candlelight ceremony
and
Hostesses for the meeting
Capps, and Jan Pulley. (Right Photo) Named
to the "B"
history of the club. Special were Mrs.
squad were Lillian Whitewall, Cathy Brown, head
Jetta Speight Mrs.
Kim Jackson, and Susan Moore. Each girl
music was presented by Mrs. Ahda McCoy,
was judged on two cheers, a split,
Mrs. Ramelle
and a cartwheel. Mrs. Richard Cardwell is the faculty
sponsor.
Nelson Tripp, accompanied by Pigue, and
Mrs. Ruth Scott
Mrs. Barry Adams.
The meeting closed
with
Guest speaker for the even- Mrs. Dottie
Morgan leading
ing was Miss Betty Hinz of the group
in the club Emblem
Louisville, facilities adminis- Benedic
tion.
Miss Carol Cardwell haswon in
community
and
trator for South Central Bell,
school
second place in the State 4-H activities are
also considered.
and second vice president of
VISIT IN MISSOURI
Club Contest in Food Preser9-H members submit written
the Kentucky BPW
Miss Adelle Rhodes visited
vation. Carol, the daughter of records and narrati
ve reports
Miss Hinz spoke about wo- in St. Louis, St. Charles
Mrs. T. E. Wilson,
, and
Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Larry Cardwell, of projects and activities they
men's role in improving their Jennings, Missour
Jessie McAlister, Mrs. Wil- Route 4, Hickman, was presi- have
i over the
complet
ed
during the year,
local communities. She em- Easter weekend.
liam Adams, and Mrs. Reba dent of the Fulttn County Teen as well
as summary of 4-H
Morrow won prizes in
the 4-H Club for 1970.
work done in previous years.
cash give away, sponsored by
Carol has worked several From these records
, winners
the Retail Merchants, at the years on her Food Preservation are
chosen. Records of area
Barbara Mandrell Show Satur- project. She raised fruits and champi
ons are judged for state
day, April 3.
vegetables at home,then canned honors by a
special committer
By
Mrs. Adams and Mrs. Wil- and froze them.
made
up of Area Extension
son donated their prizes back
State
4-H
champi
ons
are
Agents
and Extension subject
Mrs. John Sherman Cooper
to the International Banana Fes- chosen from area champions matter
specialists.
tival,
which sponsored
the who, in turn, have been selected
Because of its remoteness quarters in
a village with the
country music show. Proceeds from county winners.Selecti
from central India, Assam and improbable name
ons
of Smith. The
from the show will help pay the In each project are based mainly
its adjoining states of Meg- Assam Khasi
hill tribes are
deficit from the 1970 Festival. on the work and accomplishhalaya, Nagaland (home of the matriarchal. We
were received
ments in that particular project
former head hunters) and the by the Siyem, or
BACK FROM VISIT
head man,
and on what the project work
five big Northeast
Mrs. Pete Green has returnfrontier whose powers go from uncle
has
done for the boy or girl.
provinces, have always been to nephew instead
ed from a visit with her bro- Work
offrom father
in other 4-H projects and
the stepchildren of India. Their to son. The Siyem's
ther, Bill Looney, who lives in activiti
elder sises, evidence of leaderonly connection to India proper ter becomes the
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn.
Denver.
custodian and
ship
ability,
and participation
Is the narrow corridor along priestess of the
-Miss Jean Neeley and Johnny
main house of
the mountain borders of Bhutan, the village which
Reeder
were wed in the home of
is a comSikkim and Nepal, as East bination church, tovmhal
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. E.
l and
Pakistan separates them from
place to keep the ceremonial
Neeley in South Fulton, SaturBengal, their nearest neighbor. jewelry and dress
which is worn
day, March 20, at 4 p.m. Mr.
The Assam frontiers are not on special occasio
ns.
Reeder is the eon of Mrs. Wilonly East Pakistan, but Burma
SPELLDaG CRAMPS — Cathy
The Siyem's elder
Robison of
sister
Calhoun of Dixie (left) while Lisa Butler of
liam Ward of South Fulton and
Cloverdale (clinter) proved
and China. Therefore, its stra- is always the custodi
to
an of the
be
the
best
South Fulton was third. Each girl holds her
speller Thursday afterno
Ed Reeder of Hickman.
tegic importance is enormous clan as she has
on during the annual
Art work produced by child- will be art
had the opspelling reward and, in addition, Miss RobiObion County Spelling
work done by Guild
and the better part of the In- portunity to witness
The ceremony was performed
Bee conducted at the
ren and high school students member
the clan's
son will compete In the Mid-South Spelling
courtho
s
in
use.
their
In second place was
workships. by the Rev. Bill Smallin
dian Army is stationed on its rites and custom
attending the Art Guild'sSatur- Oil
s from her
g of the
Bee in Memphis.
Lynette
painting instructor
borders.
was South Fulton United
childhood. The youngest sister
day classes will be displayed Bob
Methodist
Evans
of
Paducah; Church,
inherits all of the family proat
the
Guild's
in
exhibit
the
Sunday,
presee0
0
Of close
stitche
Title is where China chose
ry, Mrs. VirginiaStokes
perty as she is expected to stay
April .25 from 2 tb 5 p.m. in of Fulton;
to attack when she invaded India
'acrylics, Richard friends and relatives.
home to take care of her par*le
Guild
room, on the lower Jackson of Murray
The bride wore a blue A-Irtle
in 1962 and I could see for
State Unients until their death, while
floor of the library.
versity;
myself how it took double the
watercolor, Donald knit dress with long bell sleevis
Also
include
the
middle
d
the
in
childre
exhibit
n
may
marry
Carmichael of Union Univer- and matching trim. Her veil aid
time to fly back to Calcutta
sity, Jackson, Tennessee.
when India forbade overflights without tribal obligations.
shoes were of matching bhle.
I had the good fortune to
Special guest artists at the She carried a spring
in East Pakistan after
the
bouqt
Amateur talent of all ages City,
exhibit will be the workshop
recent Pakistan hijacking of be staying with Governor and
will be the master of
centered with a white cymbillThe word "occurring" is a
Mrs. Nehru. The
will be spotlighted in two re- ceremo
Governor little
Instructors, student instructan Indian plane.
nies.
tricky
He
because
will
urn orchid.
many peo- vues
present
was the former Indian Ambasat the Cayce Elementary first and secondors, and members of the MurAssam's only commercial
pie forget to double the
place trophies
r
The bride's only attendant ails
ray State art faculty.
countywide talent in two divisions:
airport, Gauhati, is on the plains sador to the United States for but not Cathy Robison of clover- Sc hool--a
junior
(any
Mrs.
eight
years. The beautiful park
Teddy Barclay of Solih
contest Friday April 16, and age,
Tickets
next to the Hindu sacred Drabmay
be
dale. That's
purchas
why
ed
she is the
up to and including eighth
'
an operetta perfor
from any Guild member for the Fulton. Mrs. Barclay wore a
maputra River. The only way surrounding Government house county's spelling champ,
med by stu- grade) and adult (ninth
grade
has
a
curious
dents
pale
combina
Saturda
yellow
waterco
A-line dress with
tion
y, May 1.
lor and dye rendering
Cathy spelled down all eight
of
to reach Shillong, the capital
and any age beyond).
Admission to the talent conpictures done by Carmichael full sleeves and matching accas7
of all these states is by motor pine trees, azaleas, camelias at her competitors Tuesday and
The Cayce PTA is sponsorTwo
Fulton
doctors
and orchids, all growing happily will represent the
, Andrew for the Guild.
car or helicopter. I drove from
county In the test, which begins at 7-30 p.m., ing the show. Mrs.
Proceeds from sories. She wore live yellow
Ermon P. Nelson and Robert T. Peter- the
together despite the winter's Mid-South spelling Bee
drawing for the pictures daisies in her heir and carried
to be will be 50 cents per person. Workman, Mrs.Charles
Gauhati on the main road which
Curlin, son, were guest speakers at
cold mountain air and Mrs. held April 30 in Memphis.
Terry
Haley,
will be spent on improving the a bouquet of
disc jockey from and Mrs. Gertrud
leads through banana and orange
dailies.
e Veatch are the Junior Woman's Club meetNehru has made the residence,
"Occurring" proved to bathe radio station WENK in Union
Guild room.
groves and passes the overthe committeewomen.
Mr. Reeder chose Yates Scribing Tuesday, April 6, at 7:30
built in 1897, both beautiful undoing of Lynette Calhoun of
grown airstrip used by the U.S.
The operetta, "The Party of p.m. Dr. Nelson spoke
ner of Union City as his bete
and comfortable. Her collection Dixie who wound up in second
about
forces in World War II. Here,
the Flowers," was originally cancer in young women and
man.
of hand woven materials, made place. She missed the word and
Dr.
our pilots took off to climb
a
project
of
the
Cub Scout Peterson spoke about childhood
by the Northeast frontier tribes, then Cathy spelled it correctly.
Miss Linda Overton, collegi
over the "hump" -- the Himtroop
supervi
sed
by
thy
Cathy
Mrs.
then
disease
had
Ros.
to spell one more
are original and classic.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Mc- roommate of the bride, Milers
alayan Mountains -- to reach
land Adams and Mrs. Charles
to
become
Officer
the
champio
s
for
n
and
the
coming
Governor and Mrs. Nehru
year Daniel of South Fulton became Miss Diane Bass of Humboldt
Burma. The twisting road up
Linder. But the Cayce Brown- were installed. They were
travel to all parts of their the 138th word to be given In the
Mrs. parents of a son, six pounds and Mrs. Yates
the mountain was much like
Scribner of
ies, and second, third, and Harry
Lacewell, president; eight ounces, on Tuesday, April
domain by helicopter. Mrs. contest proved to be "leisure"
Union City served at the rivep.
Eastern Kentucky but the trees
and Cathy got It.
fourth grade students have also Mrs. Lynn Newton, vice
Nehru
presi- 6 at Hillview Hospital.
has
founded
and
were teak, sal and bamboo inThe third place winner was
don held in the Neeley home
asked to participate.
dent; Mrs. Frank McCann,secorganized schools and hospitals Lisa
stead of oak, maple and dogButler of South Fulton why
"Morale"
The operetta will begin at retary;
and "obviate"
Mr. and Mrs. Angelo Mur- Immediately following the wedMrs. Roy Morrow,
with midwives, much like the failed on "setae,. All
three of won for Charlene Cox, eighth 8 p.m. Admission is 75 cents treasurer;
wood.
chinson
of Fulton became the ding.
Mrs. Hal Warren,
Frontier Nursing Service in the top spellers
are eighth grad- grader at Hickman Elementary, for adults (12 and over) and Mrs. Johnny
Shillong, the capital of this
On March 19, a rehearsal dinMcConnell, Mrs. parents of a six-pound, eightKentucky.
era.
huge area, lies on an open
the annual Joe Barnett Me- 25 cents for children 7 through Lonnie
daughte
ounce
r Friday, April ner was held at the Park
Buncan
, and Mrs.
The people of Assam are
TerThe contest is for sixth,ass- mortal Spelling
platueau at 5000 feet. As it is
12 years old. Children under 7 Michael Homra, correspond- 9, at Fulton Hospital.
Bee
trophy
on
proud and independent and have enth and eighth grade students.
race Restaurant in South Fulin the earthquake
Thursday, April 8 at Hickman will be admitted free.
belt, the
ing
secreta
ries.
not been swept over by the
Held
ton,
with the groom's parents as
in the Obion County Elementary
A son, weighing eight pounds
houses are lightly built in white
Following
School.
the
Mrs. McConnell and
operetta,
Mrs. twelve ounces,
technical revolution. It is hard, Courthourse, Mrs. M. It. Mcwas born to Mr. hosts.
plaster with dark wooden beams
Charlene, the daughter of Mr, paintings by amateur Cayce McCann, hostess
es, served a and Mrs.
for instance, to get a farmer Neill served as the pronouncer.
Followi
Larry Hood of South
ng a Southern wedding
and Mrs. Charles Cox, cor- artists will be exhibited in the cake in the form
and thatched roofs. The people,
The first
of an Easter Fulton
a
to try the new hybrid forms
place winner Was rectly
Sunday, April 11 at Hill- trip the couple is now at home
with Mongolian features -spelled "morale" after school.
bunny.
awarded
crisp new $10 bill
view
Hospita
l.
slanted eyes and high cheek- of wheat as he will reply he while
Kathy
Hendon
South
In
,
Fulton.
representing
has ample harvests already and Lin Lynette received $5 and
bones -- and rosy complexions,
Cayce School, missed it. Char$2.
doesn't need any more money,
lene then insured her win by
are different from the plains
either.
people. The women wear the
spelling "obviate."
The Nehrus took me to a
wrapped Longyi skirt of Burma
The winner received $10 and
Hindu wedding which again rethe right to represent Fulton
and the little jackets instead
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— Your Problems Bring Answers —
everyone pitches in to help.
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
The first settlers who came
The Nehrus had lent their best,
Bobby Joe Hendon of CrutchOver 150 years ago were adgaily printed canvas marquees
Dear Ann Landers: I could her nose remolded. Hopeful
field, was awarded $7.50. Third
venturous American missionly Jersey to tell her the gooa two
and the delicious food served" The Fulton County
friends, and a card is sent
Home- Place finisher Kathy Renay Mc- never talk to anyone about this she will have a good figure. news. She accepted a
aries and through their efforts,
ring and for both --such as a
by the women of the family makers will visit
problem and I MUST tell it to If she doesn't there are sevChristmas
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brought education and medicine
sixth grader
Is going to marry a doctor. card
at
was placed on banana leves -- "The Gateway of
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My husband and I have been the growing up years are going tions,"
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more
e name should
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and "Isn't it wonder- appear on
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What
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anSend
Dear
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Ann Landers: When two
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care
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South Fulton
Names Staff
For Deviler
Mike Milner and Dale Townsend have been named coeditors of the 1971-72 Deviler,
South Fulton High School's annual.
Principal Virgil Yates also
announced the names of other
Deviler staff members. They
are:
Paula Hutchins, assistant editor; Dale Yates, layout editor;
David Newton, business manager; Kaylene Mosley, organization editor; Kay Stunson and
Paul Phelps, athletics editors;
Mary J. Cannon and Leigh Jeffrey, faculty editors, Mike Easterwood and Martha Moore,
classes editors; Patty Parrish
and James Barber, activities
editors; Paul Johnson, Cathy
Owens, Jane Green, David Newtwon, and Jimette Gilbert,
typists, Jane Fuller, art editor;
Lionel McCollum and David
Murphy, photographers.
Mrs. Paul Blaylock and Mrs.
Philip Andrews are sponsors of
the annual.
During the next two week the
Deviler staff will be soliciting
advertising, Yates announced.

South Fulton Students Plan
Clean - Ups For "Earth Week"
What began as Earth Day
In 1970 has grown to Earth
Week, April 19-29, in 1971.
South Fulton High School students will observe Earth Week
with activities each day, Monday through Friday, to beautify
their school environment.
On Monday, the Pep Club
and Language Club will clean
the school yard during first
period. The Vocational-Industrial Club will clean the stage
at
area in the school gym
first period Tuesday.
On Wednesday, at second period, the Beta Club will clean
the school building's front windows, while FHA members are
planting flowers in the yard.
On Thursday, the cheerleaders
and Athletic Club will clean

Dee McNeill brought his family to the Ken-Bar Inn to celebrate his 80th birthday and 56th
year of law practice Saturday night, April 10. From left are Jimmy Dee Coward, Roy McNeill, Jan McNeill Coward, Mrs. Dee McNeill, L. J. Coward, Jan Leigh Coward, Dee McNeill, and Steve Coward. Another son, Preston McNeill, was unable to attend.

DEE McNEILL-

Staff Chosen
For 1971 - 72
FHS Kennel

(Top) Don Brock, left, Is seen here talking with Charles
Terrett and Fulton County High School principal Bobby McCord after the drug assembly.
(Middle) After the assembly the former addicts were asked
more personal questions about drug problems by the FCHS
students and faculty.
(Bottom) From left: Don Brock from the Local Community Mental Health Center; Janice Arszyla; Althea Stanley;
Marion Tedesco; and Marie Armstrong, the counseling psychologist.

Students Hear Ex-Addicts
Describe Their Drug Use
This was the third program
on drug abuse presented by the
FCHS Student Council.
The program was held as a
question and answer session between the visitors and the students. Many questions were
asked concerning reasons for
taking drugs, after-effects, and
where help could be acquired.
In answer to the questions the
speakers relayed their feelings,
both professional and personal,
on the matter. They felt that
the reason for taking drugs depended on the individual.
The group explained that most
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF people taking drugs started beHIGHWAYS NOTICE TO CON- cause they could not handle the
problems facing them. The
TRACTORS
three addicts stated that they
Sealed bids will be received
started taking drugs because
by the Department of High- their friends did and they didn't
ways, at is office, Frankfort, want to be left out. All three
Kentucky, until 10:00 A. M. felt that they would never beEastern Standard Time on the come an addict as they had.
23rd day of April, 1971, at
Through this program the
which time bids will be publicly students learned that a drug
opened and read for the im- addict is not a mentally sick
provement of:
person. The speakers revealed
MP GROUP 1 (1971)
that these people are just norWoodford —
mal people who could not make
Hopkins —
adjustments to the problem of
Anderson —
Caldwell —
life without the help of drugs.
Mercer —
Christian —
The ex-addicts explained to
Washington —
Henderson —
the students that the afterNeilson —
Webster —
effects
of withdrawal were not
Hardin —
Harahan —
the wild scenes that movies
Grayson —
Graves —
make. The group said that
Ohio —
Hickman —
withdrawal was like a severe
Id idtlenberg —
Fulton Coun- case of the flu. When they
ties.
entered the hospital they said
Bluegrass Parkway from Verthey were given a synthetic dose
sailles to Elizabethtown. West- similar to heroin to
see how
ern Kentucky Pairkway from big a "habit" they had. From
Elizabethtown to neer Eddy- the results of this test a doc•
Pennyrile Parkway from to?`6rew up a schedule for their
Henderson to
Hopkinsville. withdrawal.
Jackson- Minims() Parkway
One of the speakers said that
from US 62 to -ear Fulton. Lin- after 35 days the physical need
seed Oil Protective Coating. for drugs was over and the
Treatment ef all Bridge Decks symptoms similar to flu reon Mainline and Cross roads mained. Once the addicts were
except Bridge over Kentucky withdrawn from drugs they
River on the Bluegrass Park- were entered into group theraway and Bridge over Green py. These groups consisted of
River on the Western Kentucky nine selected girls. The therapy
was given in the form
of
Parkway.
Bid proposals for all projects "sensitivity" and in "rapsesMons."
This
whole
procedure
will be available until 12:00
NOON EASTERN STANDARD lasts six months for the average
TIME on the day preceding the person and then they are rebid opening at the Division of leased from the hospital. After
Contract Procurement at a cost they are released from the hospital they are entered in a folof $2 each. Bid proposals are
low-up program.
issued only to prequalified conThe speakers made clear that
tractors. Remittance payable to
drug problems exist not only
the State Treasurer of Kentucky
in the ghettos but in all levels
must accompany request for of social life. In answer to the
proposals.
questions of how to preven'‘the
Fulton County High School
students witnessed their second
program on drugs on April
7. This program was presented
to them by three ex-addicts
from the U. S. Narcotic Hospital in Lexington, accompanied
by their counseling psychologist, Marie Armstrong from
the hospital, and Don Brock
from the Paducah Mental Health
Center. The drug-addicts were
Janice Arszyla, age 19; Althea
Stanley, age 22; Marion Tedesco, age 22.

(Cont. from page 1)
His mother was the only daughter in a family of nine sons,
all but two of whom were
teachers.
McNeill is proud that one of
his ancestors mother's aunts
was "Aunt Polly" Huffman, who
The staff of the 1971-72 was revered
throughout the
Kennel, Fulton High School
county for her knowledge of
newspaper, will be headed by medicine. He
does not know
Mike Morgan, editor, and Eve
when she lived, but she was alNelson, assistant editor. Also ready
treating
people
who
on the editorial staff will be
needed her before the Civil
Sandra Thompson and Debbie
War.
Clark, serving as news editors.
Tom and Mary McNeill had
Feature editor will be Mary
seven children: Jesse, Minnie,
Helen Dunn and sports editor
Roy, Charles, Jim, Dee, and
will be Charles Whitnel assisted Dora.
Dee was born April 10,
by Bobby Mahan.
1891. His father died January
Canine-Cut-Ups will be head- 2, 1892, on the day that Dora
ed by Linda Stokes and Donna
was born.
Sensing. Mike Hatfield
will
"When my father died, he
cover the column, In The Dogleft a pistol. You know what
house.
Mama did with that pistol? She
On the business staff, Anita traded it in for an old milk
Cash will serve as business cow," McNeill recalled.
manager. Denise Homra and
Mrs. McNeill and her childBob Engel will be the adver- ren moved into a two-room log
tising managers. Circulation cabin that her brother, John
manager will be Gigi Brock, Creed, provided for them. The
while Robin Whitesell will be older sons supported the family
doing the photography.Cartoon- by farming, and
eventually all
ists will be Andy Sensing and the boys except Dee became
Kelley Edmison.
farmers.
Copy editors are Gwen ArmMcNeill feels a special revstrong and Greg Scates. Typists erence for his mother. "She
Include Myra Johnson, Mark wouldn't let one of us go dirty
Owens, Shelia Harrison, and to school. We didn't always
Kent Smith.
have good clothes, but she made
Reporters for next year will us go clean," he said. After her
be Evelyn Alexander, Ann Fen- children were grown, Mrs. Mcwick, Cindy Craven, Jane Neill married a farmer, B.
C.
Pawluiciewicz,
Gary
Sons, Stubbs, and after his death, she
David Thompson, Karen Cash,
moved into Hickman. She died
Mark Welch, Patti Jolley and
in 1951 at the age of 91, and
Max Thompson.
Dee said she was vigorous and
active until her death, thinking
nothing of walking up and down
hills to reach downtown Hickman.
The first school that Dee attended was the one-room Stubbs
School. He also attended Fairview and Montgomery Schools,
and at the age of 13 he entered
Four students from the Uni- Hickman College, as the comversity of Tennessee at Martin bination Hickman elementary
are practice teaching at Ful- and high school was then called.
ton High School during the last(
Miss Annie Sherron, one of
six weeks of the FHS school Hickman's most revered teachyear.
ers, taught him in the seventh
Mrs. Carol Edwards of Mem- and eighth grades. "They used
phis is teaching biology, with to say I was her pet," McNeill
Billy Milner her critic teacher. said. He found time to parCoaches Larry Shanks
and ticipate in athletics, and was
David Mason are critic teach- the school's champion high
ers for Tom Carpenter, physi- Jumper, but in the eighth grade
cal education major from Obion he found his real love, debatCounty. Mrs. Mary Mitchell of ing. He earned medals and troKnoxville is teaching
Mrs. phies in debates and oratorical
Richard Cardwell's history and contests.
government classes, and Miss
McNeill attended two summer
Julia Dodd, Martin, is teaching sessions at Hickman College,
chemistry under Al Bushart. and instead of taking his senior
year there, he left for Lexington. He took classes from both
as a senior at the University
High School, and as a freshman
at the University of Kentucky.
As a UK student, McNeill
A group of students from
South Fulton High School at- paid his own way."My brother
tended a Beta Club convention Roy offered to help, but I said
in Nashville Friday and Satur- I didn't want it; if I couldn't
day, April 2 and 3. Mrs. Philip make it on my own, I'd quit,"
Andrews and Mrs. Ward Bus- he said. He waited tables in
the University cafeteria and
hart accompanied them.
The students were Jane sold newspapers.
"I made
Green, Paula Hutchins, Penny my big money on Sunday--I
Winston,
Deborah Hodges, got two cents a paper, and on
Ronna Wheeler, Marilyn Law- Sunday I'd
sell a hundred
son, _Patty
Parrish, Denise papers. That was two dollars,"
he
said.
Coleman,
Nancy
Bagwell,
During his senior year he
Jackie Hollie, Edie Maynard,
Cathy McKinney, Dale Yates, was president of Patterson Literary
Society, Henry Clay SoLarry Jamison, David Netherland, Bill Gray, David Newton, ciety (a law honorary), the
Robert Burrow, Gary Jetton, Democrat Club, and the StuDale Walker, David Puckett, dent Council. He was also a
Bob Ross, Dan Cunningham, member of Tau Kappa Alpha, a
debating society, in which he
and Don Crews.

Students From
Martin Teach
At Fulton High

Students Attend
Beta Convention

problem of drugs the group
felt drug education was what
was needed. They felt had they
known about drugs they might
have avoided using them.
After the program the group
was asked
more personal
questions by some of the students. The program was a
success enjoyed by both students and faculty.

qualified for membership by Home Owners Loan Corporarepresenting the University in tion.
a debate, and winning. He was
As a lawyer, he gained a
asked to run for president of reputation for shrewdness and
the senior class, he added, but hard work both in criminal and
turned it down because he had civil cases. "Judge Tipton says
so many other activities. In I give better service to the
spite of his after-school jobs, people I'm defending for nothing
classes, and clubs, he faith- than I do for those who pay,"
fully attended church and Sun- McNeill Joked. "Well, I always
day School.
try to do my best."
One of his favorite diversions
Mrs. C. N. Holland, a longas a student was attending the time friend, said, "Dee Just
races at Keenelarid. "A group hates to handle divorces. He'll
of us would go out to the track," talk and talk, but he won't get
he recalled. "One would place a divorce if there are children
the bets, and the rest of us involved." On one occasion,
would climb trees and call the McNeill called Mrs. Holland
races."
to try to help him talk a young
In May 1915, one year before couple out of seeking a divorce.
he received his law degree, The couple eventually
reMcNeill decided to take the conciled.
bar exam--and passed it. After
Lawyers who attended his
he won his degree in 1916, 80th birthday dinner had many
he stayed in Lexington for a compliments for McNeill's talfew months before returning ents in the courtroom. Sam
to Fulton County to live. He Neely, of Mayfield recalled the
had his first case in Lexing- time McNeill's client was suing
ton, defending a man accused (Neely's) for damages when kis
of stealing a bicycle. The man mule-drawn wagon was struck
was found not guilty.
by a car.
In 1917, he was the Dem"I thought I had an ace in
ocratic candidate for county the hole, because Dee's client
attorney. One of his opponents had admitted after the accident
was Walter McMurray, who was he wasn't hurt," Neely said.
also his law partner. "He told As it turned out, when Mcme he was going to vote for Neill called his client to the
me, and he was running against stand, the man told the followme!" McNeill said. They were ing story: the defendant's car
law partners for over 25 years. had come around a curve on
Often McMurray did the re- the road between Hickman and
searchon a case, but he let Cayce, and struck the wagon.
McNeill take it to court.
The two mules were injured
As county attorney, he had so severely that the automoa deferment in World War I, bile driver pulled a gun and
"but it was taking a lot of my killed both of them. He then
buddies, and 1, thought I'd go turned to the wagon driver and
too," he said. He volunteered asked, "You're not hurt, are
in August 1918 and Was sent you?" The wagon driver reNaval plied, ,'No, sir!" McNeill's
to the Great Lakes
Training Station in Chicago. client won his suit.
rank
of
chief
yeoHe held the
And yet, the lawyers who
man and served in the comman- honored McNeill on his birthdant's office. He investigated day also said, "He doesn't have
the backgrounds of enlisted men an enemy outside the courtand recommended allotments room." After the trial is over,
for servicemen with depen- many said, McNeill and the
dents. He served only three opposing lawyer are friends.
months until the war ended, and
McNeill is known almost as
was discharged a month after well for his courtly appearance
the armistice.
as for his legal mind. He has
He was married in April white hair which started to
1919 to Helen Gould Rice, lighten from Scottish red when
daughter of a leading Hick- he was 25. He always dresses
man merchant, E. C. Ripe. in suit and tie, and wears a red
Their three children are Pres- rose in his buttonhole. During
ton, an electrical engineer in the winter, if roses arg availCarteret, New Jersey; Roy, able, he buys them from the
who works at Grissom's Liquor florist, but when roses are in
Store in Hickman; and Mrs. bloom during the summer
L. J.(Jan) Coward of Winston- months he picks them from the
Salem, North Carolina. Mrs. garden of a niece, Mrs. Plea
Coward is the mother of the Fields.
McNeil's' only grandchildren,
He has occupied his present
Jimmy Dee, Steve, and Jan office on Moscow Avenue, which
Leigh.
he shares with city judge King
McNeill has held the offices Davis, for about four years.
of city attorney, city judge, Miss Frances Johnson and Mrs.
county judge, county attorney, Frances Johnson have been
and commonwealth attorney. He secretaries for him in the past,
was Alben Barkley's Fulton and for the last 4 1/2 years,
campaign
manager Mrs. Katie Molash has been
County
whenever Barkley ran for of- his secretary.
fice. Through Barkley he was
Mr. and Mrs. McNeill are
appointed to the only job he members of the First Christian
has ever held in the federal Church. At one time he was
government, attorney for the a member of the American

APPLICATIONS --Are being received by the City of South Fulion
for a water plant operator-meter
.
,reader. Appli-

Parts For All —
Electric Shavers At:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

cants must be 25 years old with at least 5 years
experience in water gent operation and a unit
3 certified operator by the Tennessee Department of Public Health. Submit applications to

Bill Walker,Water and Sewer Suit.
City Ball, South Fulton, Tennessee.

their dressing rooms at fourth
period, and at second period
Friday the Student Council will
clean school buses inside and
out.
activities include:
Other
newspaper staff, cleaning rest
rooms; English Club, painting
waste cans: DECA, downtown
publicity; 4-H, applying for a
Tennessee flag; and Lightning
Bugs, painting a wall in the
journalism room.
Also, teachers will clean the
faculty lounge, students will
clean their lockers, and all
homerooms will clean their
windows and make an Earth
Week bulletin board. A prize
will be awarded for the best
board.

South Fulton Offers Boys'
Spring Basketball Program
Beginning Monday, April 19,
the city of South Fulton will
conduct a four-week spring recreation program of basketball
for boys
in third through
eleventh grades. Coaches will
be from the South Fulton
schools.
The playing schedules will be
as follows:
Eighth and ninth grade boys,
Monday and Friday at 4-6 p.m.;
tenth and eleventh graders,
Monday and Friday at 6-8 p.m.;
WEATHER REPORT
(From current readings and
records of Jim Hale, South
Fulton.)
Date High Low
APRIL 1971
64
40
1
.6 rain
0
30
2
57
0
3
71
31
0
4
70
40
5
55
33
.1 snow
6
37
34
.1 snow
7
65
30
0
33
8
73
52
9
78
0
77
42
10
11
83
44
5.3
81
12
.2 rain
75
45
13
Legion, the Masonic Lodge,
Woodmen of the World, Kosair
Temple of the Mystic Shrine in
Louisville, and the Elks Lodge.
But he said he has less time
now for club activities thap he
used to.
He enjoys hunting and fishing. He annually attends the
Kentucky Derby, and also finds
time to attend St. Louis Cardinal
baseball games.
His
Christmas celebration would
not be complete, he said, if he
did not spend it
with
his
daughter's family in WinstonSalem.

sixth graders, Tuesday and
Thursday 4-6 p.m.; seventh
graders, Tuesday and Thursday 6-8 p.m.
third and fourth
Also,
graders, Wednesday from 3 to
5 p.m., and Saturday from
graders,
8-10 a.m.; fifth
Wednesday from 5 to 7 p.m.
and Saturday from 10 a.m. to
noon.
Junior high coaches will conTuesday,
duct
the clinics
Thursday, and Saturday, with
senior high coaches in charge
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. Boys are asked to furnish
their own shoes and suitable
playing clothes.

DE Students
Hear Address
By Joe Treas
On Thursday, April 8, the
South Fulton DECA chapter was
pleased to have as its guest
speaker the President of the
Chamber of Commerce, Joe
Treas.
During Treas' talk he praised the DECA class work and
stated that our program was
"the name of the game." He
said that "you have to put
forth a little effort to get something out of life."
The class was greatly impressed with Treas and his
attitude toward the program.
Trees is another in the long
line of leaders of our community that has spoken to our
DECA chapter.
This meeting, which was the
last for the 1970-71 school
campaign, summed up the DECA
class' efforts of the year, and
gave the students a new foundation on which to build for next
year.

FIGHTERS FOR FORD
FOR GOVERNOR

Want Your Vote!
ON MAY 25
Vote For

WENDELL

FORD
For Governor
Paid for by Fulton County
Fighters for Ford, Dan Tay1r, chairman.

PUBLIC SAFETY
OFFICERS
South Fulton, Tennessee
Applications are being received for public
safety officers. Applicants must be at least 21
years old, either high school graduates or
equivalent, pass a thorough physical examination, have either perfect or corrected vision,
live in the city limits or move within the city
limits within 15 days after employment. Beginning salary $90 per week, uniforms and
equipment furnished. Applicant must not have
been convicted of a felony. Application forms
are available at city hall. and after completion
must be submitted to ELMER MANSFIELD,
Public Safety Director, South Fulton, Tonnessae, before April 20, 1971.
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•ROUTE THREE
Mrs. Aline Williams

Mrs. E. W. James, the inspiration and the guiding influence in her large and prominent family died in the Obion
County Hospital on Saturday
April 10. Although Mrs. James
had been ill in past months her
death was unexpected. She was
6'7 years old.
The wife and constant companion of a man who has devoted his life-time to hard work,
and who has influenced his
children to become influences
in the respective communities
where they have business interests, Mrs. James was not
associated in the active business affairs of her family.
Instead,
she devoted her
every energy and devotion to
her church and her friends.
Paying a final respect to this
beloved lady at the funeral home
on Monday, this reporter stood
by a group of Mrs. James' coworkers in the Church of God.
They were unashamed in their
grief at the loss of a lady
who was not only their active
leader, but a loyal friend and
an influence in their respective
Christian lives.
She rarely ever missed a
service at her church, and in
her missionary group she possessed the same zeal of dedication and devotion that she gave
to every activity in which she
became involved.
One friend said of her:
"Hardly a week went by that
she didn't come for a pleasant

Cleo Jones
Cleo Jones, 79, a veteran of
World War I, died Wednesday,
April 6, in Martin, Tennessee.
Funeral services were held
Friday, April 8, at the New
Hope Methodist Church in Fulton, with the Rev. Paul Wright
and Rev. D. William Dodson
officiating. Burial was in the
New Hope Cemetery.
He was born in Wealcley County, Tennessee, December 31,
1891, the son of the late George
Jones and Mittie Morrison
Jones. He was a member of the
First Baptist Church of Martin.
Survivors include two sons:
Charles Jones ofSilver Springs,
Maryland, and Gerald Jones
of Falls Church, Virginia; one
daughter, Mrs. Jean Kelly of
Martin, and 11 grandchildren.
He is also survived
by a
brother, George Jones of San
Bernardino, California, and two
sisters: Mrs. T. H. Wills of
A‘bokas • ll'eanesSee, and IA.rs.
May McClure of West Sacramento, California.
W. W. Jones and Sons Funeral Home in Martin was in
charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Essie Shuck

visit just to give some little
happiness to those she loved."
Mrs. James led a quiet life,
but she was immensely aware
of the varied interests of her
children and her husband and
her fine friends. She will always be remembered for her
Christian deeds and for the inspiration she gave all who were
fortunate to know and to love
her.
Mrs. James was born in Arkansas on February 28, 1904.
She was the daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. John Bruce.
Survivors include her husband, E. W. James; two sons,
Billy Joe James and David
James, both of Union City; one
daughter, Mrs. Nancy Halterman of Fulton; and a niece
raised by them, Wanda Naylor
of Union City; and ten grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
on Monday, April 12 at 2:00
p. n. at the Church of God with
Rev. Raymond Kelchner officiating assisted by Rev. King
Dickerson. Burial was in the
Hickman City Cemetery, with
Chaney Funeral Home in charge
of arrangements.
Active
pallbearers were:
Johnny Lee Vandiver, Carl
Vandiver, Jerry Bruce Vandiver, Jimmy Vandiver,James
Gray and Richard Statham. The
honorary pallbearers were:
Wesley King, Archie Kemp,
Paul Billing and Earl Wayne
Bradshaw.

Mr. and Mrs. Antasiok of
Detroit, Mich., returned to their
home in Detroit Sunday after
spending a few days in and
around Fulton visiting relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Rozell
of Madisonville, Ky., visited
their parents here over the
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Parish
were in Memphis this weekend.
Those visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Revel Moody last Wednesday
evening were: Elder A. Larimer, Elder Bobby Crouch, Mr.
and Mrs. Neal Hedge, Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Terrell, Mr. and
Mrs. Pat-via Walker and children, Mr. and Mrs. Walker Mydett, Mrs. Elmer Cannon, Mrs.
Peggy Work and baby, Mrs.
Carolyn Wheeler and daughter,
Mrs. J. D. Yates, and Mr. and
Mrs. C. E. Williams. All enjoyed the evening discussing the

Bible and visiting together.Re-, folk that cannot go there to
freshments were served by see it, you would be very happy
Mrs. Moody.
if you could see it.
Mr. and Mrs. Buck Gordon
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Wilto
moved
back
have
and family
liams visited Mr. and Mrs. 13,
his Kentucky home after living Rozell awhile Sunday evening.
years in
the past several
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Williams
California.
had Sunday dinner with Mr. and
going
an
in
Much farming is
Mrs. Everett Williarns then atthis country these days. The tended the Jackson's anniverfarmers are taking advantage sary later.
of the pretty weather.
Mr. and Mrs. Conrad AnEaster Sunday was really a tasiok, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
pretty day.
Hopkins and Neal Jones visited
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Jack- Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams
s/XI near Water Valley cele- Friday.
brated their golden wedding anThose visiting Mr. and Mrs.
niversary Sunday in their home, Walker Mydett awhile Friday
with friends, neighbors and kin night were Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
folk there to wish them many Cannon, Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
many Williams and Mr. ft. A. Conner.
more. They received
nice beautiful gifts. Mrs.JackMrs. W. A. Cannon was not
son said if she did anything feeling very well the past week.
wrong she hoped everyone unOur sympathy to the Reams
derstood for she was excited. family 11,the loss of their husCake and punch were served band am. _ether last week.
to all that cared for it. Mr.
Elder Bobby Crouch and famand Mrs. Jackson were a young ily had Sunday dinner with Mr.
looking couple to have been and Mrs. Pete Winstead and
married 50 years.
family.
The Pleasant Hill Cemetery
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Kaiser of
is really cleaned up. For you
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— LATHAM
by Mrs. W. C. Morrison

Van
April 16 at 8 p.m. In
Meter Auditorium.
The current star of NBC's
daily "Life With Linkletter
Show" is known most widely
for his award-winning "House
Party," on daytime CBS tv and
radio for 25 years, for his weekly "People Are Funny" show
Television and radio star which appeared on night time
for over 25 years, Art Link- NBC television and radio for
letter, will speak at Western 19 years, and for his bestKentucky University, Friday, seller, "Kids Say the Darndest
Linkletter is curJones Funeral Home was in Things."
coast-tocharge of arrangements with rently conducting a
crusade against
speaking
coast
burial in the church cemetery.
Doyle Howlin seems to be drug abuse.
In addition to his fame as
improving this week. His daughter, Bobby Jean Woodruff and author and familiar enterstar, Linkletter has
tainment
were
family from Detroit,
received six honorary doctorate
weekend visitors.
and uniChess Morrison isn't as well degrees from colleges
this week. His visitors were: versities for his humanitarian
Mr. and Mrs. Orven Murristm, work and interest in youth.
He has been named speaker
Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie Cumthe Inmings, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey of the year in 1969 by
Water Valley visited Mr. and Vaughan, Harvey Carney, Mr. ternational Platform AssociMrs. Elmer Cannon awhile Sun- and Mrs. Jack Peeler, and H. L. ates, Salesman of the Year,
and Grandfather of the Year.
day evening.
Sadler and Boyd Clinard.

Mrs. Georgia Stafford has
been
indisposed for several
days suffering from arteriosclerosis.
Mrs. Joan Blackard Thomas
ass Scott left for their home
in North Carolina last Saturday.
Their aunt Jessie Cashon of
Waverly
accompanied them
home for a visit.
Mrs. Brewer of Martin and
Mrs. Clifford Westbrooks visited Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dortch
last Saturday.
Mrs. Alma Wheeler returned
from Memphis last Thursday
and reports
her
daughter
Yvonne is unimproved.
Several attended the funeral
of Cleo Jones at New Hope
Church last Thursday. He was
found dead in bed on Tuesday
in a Martin hotel. He was born
and reared in this community.

Horace Ford
Horace D. Ford, operator of
the concession stand at the
Obion County Courthouse for the
past 22 years and known to
thousands of °Won Countians,
died Tuesday, April 6, at Obion
County Hospital. He was 70.
A familiar figure at the courthouse, he underwent surgery in
January. He was taken back to
the hospital Monday after suffering a cerebral hemorrhage
at his home.
Services were held at 2 p.m.
Thursday, April 8, in WhiteRanson Funeral Home Memorial Chapel, with the Rev.
Frank L. Caldwell and Waylon
Lawrence officiating. Burial
was in Stanley's Chapel Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Morgan
Burpo, T. C. McCullough, Ebb
Gwaltney, Cecil Brandon, Loyce
Wilson, William Plunk, Herman Stanley, and James T.
Kendall.
Born September 16, tido in
Henderson, Tennessee, he was
the son of the late Soloman
and Mrs. Bertha Siler Ford.
He lived for the past 20 years
in the Midway community.
Mr. Ford was employed as
a salesman for the Walker sausage Company before losing his
sight in an accident in 1937.
He later acquired the reputation as a master broommaker
and for years supplied many
individual and business firms
with both light and heavy-duty
brooms.
He was a member of the
Harmony Church of Christ.
Survivors include his wife,
the former
Lola Walker, to
whom he was married 48 years;
a son, Bobby Ford of Montgomery, Alabama; five daughters: Mrs. Walter Ward of
Memphis, Mrs. Bob Dickerson of Birmingham, Alabama,
Mrs.
Ernest
Tidwell of
Union
City, Mrs. Larry
Isbell of Martin, and Mrs.
Thomas Bradford of Kenton; a sister, Mrs. Velma
Briggs of San Francisco; a
brother, Walter Ford of Lake
and
15
George, Colorado;
grandchildren.

Mrs. Essie M. Shuck, 89,
widow of A. L. Shuck, who died
in 1947, died Sunday night April
11, at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Joe Hall.
She
was born in Obion
County, Tennessee, on August
24, 1881, the daughter of the
late J. J. and Fleming Helves
Roberts. She moved to Fulton
from Jackson, Tennessee in
1917. Mrs. Shuck attended the
First Methodist Church.
Besides Mrs. Hall, she is
survived by another daughter,
Mrs. Pat Matheny of Tulsa,
Oklahoma; two sons, James A,
Shuck of Owensboro and Joseph
W. Shuck of Hickman; 11
grandchildren, 18 great-grandchildren, and 6 great-greatgrandchildren.
Two daughters Mrs. Mary
Williams and Mrs. Carrye Callihan, preceded her in death.
Also surviving are five
brothers: Will Roberts, Dick
Roberts, and Charlie Roberts
of Union City, Ed Roberts of
Water Valley, and A. B. Roberts
of Fulton; and a sister, Mrs.
Roy Grooms of Jackson.
Services were held at 2 p.m.
Tuesday, April 13 at Honibeak
Funeral Chapel, with the Rev.
William G. Adams officiating.
The Southland Boys and the
Interment was in Mt. Zion CemCrusaders Quartet will be feaetery, near Hickman.
tured, along with several area
groups, at the old fashioned
gospel singing to be sponsored
by
the Central School
PTA
resiMrs. Mettle B. Hardy,a
of
Clinton, Friday, April 23,
died
Valley,
dent of Water
Saturday, April 10 at the Fulton at 7:30 p.m.
Advance tickets are $1.50
Hospital.
Mrs. Hardy, a member of for adults and 500 for students.
Harris Chapel CME Church, is At the door, tickets will be
survived by one daughter, Mrs. $1.75 for adults and 750 for
Sophie Tyler of Water Valley. students.
Tickets are on sale at the
Funeral services were held
Bank, Clinton Auto
at 10 a.m. Thursday, April 15 Clinton
The Beauty Nook and,
Parts,
at Harris Chapel, with the Rev.
Tri-State
Gas Co. Tickets
Burial
was
the
officiating.
Mayfield
in Mt. Tipton Cemetery, Brigh- may be obtained by mail or
by writing ABC Associates
ton, Tennessee.
Vanderford Funeral Home Bookkeeping and Tax Service,
was in charge of arrangements. 333 W. Clay, Clinton, Ky.

Mrs. Maiiie Hardy

WESLEY

WESLEY METHODIST CHURCH

Church Picture Courtesy ef ihmesinee Steirs.

The early history) of Wesley Methodist is rather vague. Our
oldest citizens tell us the ground on which the first church was
erected was given by Mr. Mark Hardin, who also built the first
church.

In 1830 the church building was in a sad state of repair and
the board of trustees, with the congregation, thought it best to tear
down and rebuild.
On June 3, 1930, the cornerstone was laid in a very colorful

The date and erection of the first church, a wooden structure,
is not known, but is thought to have been in or about the year 1850.
It was given the name of.Wesley in honor of John Wesley, "The

and impressive ceremony. Former ministers who were present at
this service were: N. W. Lee, M. H. Alexander, J. F. Morelock,
T. L. Perry and E. B. Rucker, the pastor at that time. They assisted Rev. R. A. Clark, the District Superintendent of the Paris

Father of Methodism."
In 1853 the church was destroyed by fire. Brother Weaver was
the pastor at that time. He and some of the faithful !members immediately began to build the second church. Some of the members
who made it possible are: Jessie Walker, Mark Hardin, Milk Gardner, Mrs. Mary Huebert, Hall Cooley, Solomon Hancock, Jack
Hardin, Mr. Clabe, Dr. W. S, Hamlett, and John Phelps.
The second church was built by Mark Hardin, the father of M.

Rev. F. L. Gardner

District, in the dedicatory services. Wesley Beard was the church
school superintendent and Mrs. Beard was president of the Woman's Society of Christian Service. The stewards were: C. C. Hancock, W. B. Weatherspoon, It. L. Howell, B. C. Walker, Wesley

D. Hardin and Mrs. John Robey. The fail of 1883 was the beginning

Beard. S. J. Walker and his wife, Callie, led the young people eight
years.
Rev. Franklin Gardner is the pastor, also serving the Bethlehem Methodist Church.

of the revivals, which continue to this day. Out of these great revivals have come some very prominent people.

Schedule of SWAMI
2nd and 4th Sundays, 10 a. tn. — 1st and 3rd Sundays. 15:30 p. m.

This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More PeopleWill Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms.Interested In This Community.
This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.

Liberty Super Market
South Fulton, Tennessee

Hickman-Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.

M & B Gulf Station
Tires, Batteries, Accessories
Kentucky Ave. at Reed
472-9060

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.

136.2655

E. W. James and Sons
Hickman

SUPERMARKETS
%%oh Fulton
Union City

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

472-1471

Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky
305 Main Street

472-1362

Compliments of

Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK

— In Operation611 Years —

Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons *
•

W. D. Powers

Greenfield
Phone 235-2293

Fulton
Phone 472-1153

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

Hornbeak Funeral Home
302 Carr Street
Fulton, Ky.
472-1412

Turner's Pure Milk Ce.
At the Store—or at your doer
Fulton, Ky.
472-3311

Henry I. Siegel CoMpany,
Fulton and South Fulton
a Gond Piece to work

Henry Edwards Trucking Co.
MC61412
Clinton, Ky.
6.13-2T71

• Chestnut Glade
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
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URBAN RENEWALMuch farming has been done
(Continued from page one.)
In this area during the past
several days
of favorable
his stead. The News learned.
weather. An unusually large
.
issaissireenae
. some
• se 4
.
The following were patients
A new Congressional act,
number of gardens were planted
very recently passed, is expect- in Fulton's hospitals the week
during the Good Friday Week.
AMOS&
ed to add a substantial ceiling of April 15:
Many visitors were in the
HILL VIEW
to the amount that Can be Paid
community during the Easter
Pilot Oak,
Mason BeY111,
to property owners that justify
weekend. Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie
it, The News was advised. Glenda Adams, Cayce; MarKillebrew ans son from Chicago
Complete details on this and garet Henley, Vera Rash,Clinvisited relatives in the comton;
Ruby McDaniel, Ruby
other matters cannot be includmunity and attended the serJones, Union City; Wilbur Manvice at Oak Grove
ed in this article, but will be
Sunday
grum, Wingo; Marjorie Butler,
morning.
available at the Authority relo- Water
Valley;
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Reed
cation office on Mein Street.
Dorothy Douglas, Nancy Gosfrom Nashville spent a few
There are 45 families in the sum, Brenda Smith, Tommy
days with his mother, Mrs.
Urban Renewal Area that own Wright, Horace Yates, Ercelle
M. A. Reed last week and attheir own homes,and these will Grissom, Jane Gattis, South
tended the service at Oak Grove
be given first choice of land in Fulton; Harold Beard, Larry
Sunday morning.
the area after it has been pre- Halliburton,
Mildred Lewis,
1
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Copepared according to the stand- Ester Ferguson, Bill Rogers,
land made a trip to Memphis
adds set forth in the Urban Vicki Collins, Nancy Hood, VirSaturday afternoon to see the
Renewal program. Land pre- ginia Holly, Fulton.
new grandson who had arrived
paration will be on a scheduled
at his home from the hospital. The cast of ”Oidahismal" held
a dress rehearsal Monday night at Carr auditorium, where the Rodgers and Hammerstein musical will be
FULTON
basis, with the first section
presented Friday and
They reported him to be a
Alma Long, Hubert
Long,
Saturday
nights,
April 16 and 17. (Left Photo) The two rivals seeking the hand of Laurey (Jan Jinkins,
cleared and setup for housing
remarkable youngster,
far left) bid for her picnic hamper at a charity auction.
this
Michigan;
Maggie
before the rest is cleared. This Jackson,
Auctioneer Aunt Eller (Ahda McCoy, substituting for Ruth Wright, who was unable to
being the first grandchild.
attend the rehearsal) accepts the bid of Curly (Ronnie Goforth) as Jud
program wilt permit some resi- Jones, Mayfield, Opal Pounds,
Congratulations
Miss (Bobby Halley) awaits his turn. (Right Photo) "Your're doing
to
fine. Oklahoma!" ihe cast sings in the musical's rousing finale.
Martin; Wildents to move to new housing MyrItne Ross,
Angelia Jackson who has been
directly front other housing in liam E. Meadows, Crutchfield;
chosen
the
Duchess from
Arthur
Barber,
Malcolm
Wadthe area that has not been
Westview High School to attend
lington. Thelma Willey, Myrtle
GUEST SPEAKER
"OKLAHOMA!"NOTEBOOK—
TO STUDY IN INDIA
cleared, The News learned.
the Cotton Carnival in MemMurphy, Linda Clark, Wingo,
Mrs. Robert Batts of the Ful(Cont. from page one)
Mrs. Dorothy McCollum Ferphis.
Such an arrangement is exMaggie Williams, Nadine Min(Continued From Page 1)
ton Woman's Club was guest guson, former Fultonian
A family dinner was enjoyed
now chorus.
pected to greatly alleviate the
ton,
Hickman; Bessie Matthews,
speaker at the Marion Woman's
Mrs. Jinkins' husband Jim, burden of finding
In the home of Mr. and Mrs.
living in Hoboken, Georgia, will
and former governor Bert T. Combs is a
temporary Clinton;
Lou Della Cruce,
Club on April 7. Mrs. Joe
also appears in "Oklahoma!" housing, and should
Wilburn Jackson last Sunday.
be
among
30
social
studies
dispel
state-wide
any Dukedom;
toss-up
(so I'm told) and looking
C. Johnson attended the Marion
Mrs. Jackson's sister, Mrs.
teachers in the country to par- as Slim. Other leading players concern that some residents
meeting with her. They met
Darlene Alexander,
Cecil
like real victory for Ford in the first, second
Robert Heathcott from Lansing,
ticipate in a program of sum- are: Joe Sanders as Andrew have expressed over being up- Easley,
Mrs. Robert Burrow, a former
Carey Flatt, Carl KimCarnes, Ruth Wright as Aunt rooted
Michigan spent the weekend with
and third districts.
with no place to go.
Fultonian now living in Sturgis, mer study in India. Teachers Eller, Ruth Laird
berlin,
Angela
Martin,
Nell
as Ado Annie,
them.
were chosen who plan to introThere are 47 tenant families Taylor, South Fulton; J. W
at the meeting.
A family dinner was enjoyed
duce Asian studies into their Stephen Walker as Will Parker, in the aree. Some have indicat- Coleman, Benny
Colley, CharBobby Halley as Jud, Sidney
in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
curriculums next fall.
SUPERHalley as Gertie, Dan Voegeli ed that they would prefer to go les Cooprlder, Euna C. Hardy,
Jerry Webb by Mrs. Webb's
Again on May primary politics, I keep
Ira
Jane
to
Kelley,
public
Jimmy Kuyhousing
now being
as All Hakem, David McCoy
(continued from page 1)
parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Lahearing all kinds of grumblings from people
as Cord
Elam, and Vyron built; others will be given an kendall, Glenn Ray Moss, Lee
Owensby
and, Mrs.
verne
squeezed out the mop and got
FUNDSopportunity to make o down- Ann Murchinson, Sam Nesbitt,
Mitchell as Ike Skidmore.
in general that they take a dim view of canOwensby's mother, Mrs. J. T.
water all over the floor. Any(Cont. from page one)
Members of the chorus are payment on a new home in the Mary Nugent, Lowson Roper,
Simpson and her sal Charles
didates, who seek to represent us in the Genbody knows you should hold a
Area if they wish, The News Bill Stewart, Brenda Whitlock,
Simpson from St. Louis, and
mop over a bucket," he said. proved if it were repaired. We Susan Holt, Pat Boatright, Kathy
Linda Wilburn, Jessie
eral Assembly, taking sides in the gubernaWilWheeler, Nancy McCoy, Alice learned.
his son and family and Mrs.
Whenever he had free time, do not
interpret the act as
The relocation office empha- liams, Robert Williams, Fultorial campaigns.
Giles, Susan
Owensby's sister, Mrs.
Lou B. "relaxed" at the same authorizing us to perform bank Adams, Jenni
Cardwell, Diane Foster, Jan sized that, contrary to earlier ton,
Maxine Irvin and four children
pace he worked. If he had a day protection work where public
Curtis, Richard Cardwell, Bob rumors, no one would be 'movI think it's a great mistake on the part of
from Knoxville, Mr. and Mrs.
or two between stops, he raced property has a reasonable level
Mahan, Dana Wilson, Mike Pul- ed out of their houses until adeGlyn Owensby and Stacy, Mr.
boats, motorcycles, and midget of protection.
the various candidates for state senator and
and Mrs. Billie Simpson, Barry
The privately -owned garage ley, Jeff Campbell, Mark Welch. quate arrangements have been
cars. Once, while attending an
representat
publicly
state
ive
announce
to
Members of the orchestra mode for other quarters, either
and Dennis and Mrs. V. C.
air show, he volunteered to which is located approximately
Robert Fleming, Peter temporary or permanent,
their support for any candidate in any other
Simpson
demonstrate the workings of a 85 feet above the Commercial are
as
Weekend visitors with Mr.
parachute, and was pulled into Street crossing could damage Evans, Jimmy Tice, Bobby desired.
race in which they are candidates.
and Mrs. Herman Potts were
public property if the bank fail- Webb, Roy Yancey, William
the air like a kite.
See us for - - EASTER VISITORS
Shank, Steve Martin, E. J.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. McKinney
In addition to appearing in ure continues to progress.Since
I remember well when I made my illEaton, Van Stevenson, Mike
Mrs. Ramelle Pogue was
from Chattanooga. Mrs. McKinstores, Lou B. made television this
threat
to
the
public
fated race for State Representative that alliYour Insurance Needs
ney lived in this community
commercials and attended trade facilities can be foreseen and Wilkins, Gene Whitesell; and visited over Easter week-end
Ginger Edwards, organist.
by Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Pigue
ances with any state-wide faction is more
when a child.
fairs. At one of those fairs eliminated
at
a relatively
In addition to the cast, other and family of Lexington, Jerre
Norman Terrell from Knoxacquired
he
the nickname modest cost, expenditure
than disastrous. I announced without conof individuals
have
helped by Pigue of Richmond, and Mr.
ville spent the weekend with his
"Mopsy" for his mop demon- emergency
flood protection
sulting any of the up-state big-wigs. When
painting
and building props,sel- and Mrs. Joe Pogue of Hopparents, Mr. and Dean Terrell.
strations. Later, when Sears funds cannot reasonably
Fulton 472-1341
be ling tickets, making
costumes,
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin House
then-Governor Edward Breathitt found out
introduced a line of barbecue justified. Relief for the bank
selling ads from the program,
and son spent the weekend with
condition
grills
and
billed
as
him
it
poses a hazard
as "the
that I had a fair to good chance of winning
the Harry Watts family and Mrs.
Sears Traveling Chef" to pro- to the private homes upstream and even baby-sitting for members of the cast while they were
he threw his "support" to me and that just
Maggie House.
mote
them, he was called and downstream of the Comat rehearsal.
Congratulations to Miss Debabout did it as far as victory for me was conmercial Street crossing is not
"Chef" for short.
bie Simpson who has been
One of the first barbeque authorized under Section 14.
cerned.
chosen from the Westview High
grills
In order for a local comdisplayed by "Chef"
School to make the trip to tour
Biehslich was included in an munity to qualify for Section 19
Ned Breathitt, as you know, was not the
the UT Campus at Knoxville
exhibit at the 1958 World's Fair funds it is necessary that the
most popular governor we've ever had, and
as a guest of the Alumna nest
in Brussels. He was the firs Corps of Engineers district inweekend. This is indeed a nice
Tickets for the Fulton Band
in Brussels. He was the first volved submits report which inwhen too many people found out he was for
opportunity presented to Junior
person to demonstrate Teflon cludes among other data a state- Parents' production of "Oklame they went to the polls and voted against
homa!"
High School students. Miss Ann
are on sale at City
cookware after it had
been ment which shows that the work
me, if for no other reason than to vent their
Hudgens of Martin will also
introduced from
France. He proposed comes
within the Drug, Evans Drug, and Southside
make this trip.
Drug,
and are available
also
Statute
Breathitt.
demonstrated
wrath on
a plan of alterations,
cookie
Mr. and Mrs. Felts Rawls,
presses, hamburger - patty an estimate of the cost of the from members of the Fulton
Neal Rawls, Mrs. Eddie Harshapers, electric knives and alterations, and a benefit to High Band.
Of course I failed to get a lot of votes
ris and Mrs. Sherry Harrison
Prices are $3 for chair seats
knife sharpeners, electric scis- cost analysis which will justify
for a lot of other reasons, but the alleged
attended the graduation exersors, ice cream freezers--any the expenditure of the funds. and $2 for bleacher seats. The
For increased production buildup.
cise at the Naval Base
Breathitt influence just about put the slow
in
innovative item that the houseWith reference to your re- musical will be presented at
Orlando, Florida last week.
wife might want, but would not quest of 23 November 1970, 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday,
music
black
crepe
and
defeat.
my
on
Their son and brother
Joe
understand how to use unless our preliminary investigation April 16 and 17, in Carr Audi(Experienced or inexperienced)
Rawls was a member of the
she saw it demonstrated.
indicates that the conditions at torium.
regrets
have
about
race,
but
that
I
I
no
class. Joe
is spending
a
One of ids specialties was the Commercial Street crossing
APPLY IN PERSON
EASTER VISITORS
think that I ought to give my unsolicited adfurlough at home.
a complete meal cooked
in would not qualify within the inMiss Jean Ray Browder spent
vice to these candidates who are just about
a pressure cooker in five min- tent of Section 14 of the Flood
her
weekend
with
the Easter
BACK FROM MONTICELLO
utes.
He also
co-authored Control Act of 24 July 1946. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
alienating a huge block of votes from people
a barbecue cookbook to be sold The public property involved
Mr. and Mrs. James NeedBrowder. Houseguests were
candidates
supporting
the
who are NOT
with the grills.
ham and Lisa visited their parcan apparently be protected
Miss Carol Gray of Hopkins"I don't demonstrate knife against flood damage at modest
ents in Monticello over Easter
with whom these district candidates are
Moss Drive
ville and Miss Marty Lamason
Clinton, Ky.
sharpeners any more," Lou cost and effort. Therefore, I
weekend.
aligned.
of Lexington, who are sorority
H. said, extending his right cannot forward a favorable rec (An equal opportunity employer)
sisters of Miss Browder at
hand for emphasis. While work- ommendation for Federal asWestern Kentucky University.
ing with a power saw at his sistance
to the
Chief of
home about three years ago, Engineers.
he accidentally severed the tip
We have made every effort
The News takes pleasure in of his index finger.
to determine if there is another
wishing "Happy Birthday" to
Lou B. was 35 when he mar- authority under which we might
the following friends; Eimer ried Reba, whom he had met in assist in this bank work. At this
Thank you for your response to the grand Mansfield, April 15; Bill Bailey Memphis. She was then a time there seems to be noother
Binford, Barbara Jones, Mary stewardess for Delta Airlines. authority we might use.
opening of my antique shop. My congratula- Nell Wright, April 16: Joe Alan "I told her I was an M,
I
understand
Mr. Sam
D,
tions go to Mrs. Harry Brady, who won the Graves, Mrs. Mansfield Martin, (mop demonstrator)," he joked. Christian of this office met
April 17; John Matthews, Ty Since both traveled constantly with you during the past week
contest to name the shop.
McConnell. Dan Voegli, April in their jobs, their courtship' to discuss the report on the
18; Flynn Powell, April 19; was conducted during the times channel improvement for HarICAYE AMOS
ris Fork Creek. I hope the proMrs. Joe Gates. Amaline Hotn- when their paths crossed.
Even after they were mar- gress to date met with your
ra, April 20: Timothy MansKentucky Heritage Antiques
ried, Lou continued to travel, approval.
field, April 21.
and as Reba said, "It was a
If we can be of any service,
531 East Clay
EASTER IN TENNESSEE
choice between traveling with please contact us.
Clinton, Kentucky
Mrs. E. J. Hall, Mrs. Jo him or not seeing him at all."
Scruggs, and Mark, Larry, Billy Their daughter, Terry, was only Sincerely,
Joe, and Deborah, have re- 5 weeks old when she began
turned from Dickson, Tennes- traveling with her parents.
John V. Parish, Jr.
see, where they visited Mr.and
Six years ago, Lou B, came Colonel, Corps of Engineers
Mrs. Gus Alexander on Easter to Paducah to make a television District Engineer
commercial. By then Louis, Jr.,
In other business, the Comhad joined the family, and his
father was beginning to tire of mission approved the payment
the fast pace. He liked what he of $900 to the Twin Cities
saw of the western Kentucky Youth organization for summer
area on his Paducah trip, and recreation programs;$7,958.97
when he was given the chance to Genson, Inc., as partial payto transfer here from Long ment for the installation of an
Beach, California, the aerator at the city water plant;
McAdoo ConBlehslichs moved totheir farm. $70,092.40 to
Lou 13, and Reba have 30 struction Company for work
on
new
the
high
acres under cultivation, and
school, and
raise most of
their
own $841.11 to Peck Associates,
vegetables. Ponies, dogs, and architects for the new
high
cats for the children—Terry, school.
S.
J.
Basham, L. P. Carney,
10, Louis (Buddy), 7, and Jeff,
3--roam the farm. The child- and Mrs. Nannie Austin were
ren enjoy competing in pony all reappointed to one-year
shows, and have a growing col- terms on the Board of Tax
lection of ribbons and trophies. Equalization.
The
Commission approved
But their father, said, "Teaching kids to do things together the application of Mr. and Mrs.
as a family is more important K. P. Dalton, Jr., for licenses
to sell liquor and beer.
than winning trophies."
Since moving into their farmhouse, which Reba describes
as "early hillbilly," Lou B.
and Reba have been on
a
continual rebuilding and re140 Broadway, Soy* Fulton
painting program. Lou B. has
Phone 471-11144
also built two barns and
a
workshop.
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
Lou B. is active in Rotary,
Junior Achievement, 4-H, and —Vinyl and Tlle
Scouting. He helped organize --Dowse and McGee Carpeting
114 SOUTHERN VILLAGE
the Forward Club for the Blind,
South Fulton, Tennessee
--Upholstering, Modern and
and works with underprivileged
Phone 479-2550
Antique
youth. He has lectured to high
218 MAIN STREET
FULTON,KY.
school and college classes about —Viking Kitchen Carpeting
his sales promotion techniques
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— We are taking applications for-
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SEWING MACHINE
OPERATORS

GARAN, INC.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

THANK YOU!

FIRST FEDERAL
Saving
s and Loan Association
ANNOUNCES

the moving of their office
-- to -218 Main Street

You are invited to a
HOWARD WOLF FASHION and
TRUNK SHOWING
Monday, April 19 from 2 to 8 p. ilt
Modeling at 3 p. m. and 6 . m.
— DRAWING FOR FREE DRESS —
Jim Head, Howard Wolf representative

Everyone is cordially invited to stop by and visit
our new quarters.

NEW OFFICE HOURS:

MONDAY Through FRIDAY, 8:30 to 4:30
CLOSED SATURDAYS

S. P. MOORE lb CO

THE DAISY

FIRST FEDERAL
Savings and Loan Association
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Crimes In State
Increased In '70
Crimes reported* the gee Po- Breaking and entering
headed
ke hi 1970 incre1140 by 7
Per the list of all reported crimes,
cent over 1940, but drug and but the
total of 2,331 complaints
aarcotic offenses shot up by 271 received during
1970 was a 3 per
per cent, according to figures cent drop from
1949.
released Monday.
Auto theft, which was the secState Police Director Larry G. ond most common
complaint
Boucher reported that the 9,483 with 1,193 altogeth
er, also fell
offenses reported for 1999 had off from the precedi
ng year
represented a 25 per cent in- when 1,457 vehicles
were reportcrease over 1968. The total fig- ed stolen.
ure for 1970 was 10,392.
Among
reported
offenses
The State Police received 215 showing heavy
increases for 1970
complaints of dreg violations in over WOO
were:
1970, compared with 58 in 1949. - Unlawfu
l possession of stolThe greatest number of male en property,
up 87 per cent.
drug offenders arrested by State - Unlawfu
l possession of liPolice fell into tie 25-29 age quor, up
84 per cent.
group. Arrests of female viola- - Drawing
a deadly weapon,
tors were heaivest among the up 32 per cent.
20-year-olds.
Offenses showing a decline in
frequence included aggravated,
assault, down 11 per cent; robbery, down I per cent, and leaving the scene of an accident
,
down 25 per cent.
The lightest criminal caseload
was reported by Post 14,
•••••=MEM
which
takes in Greenup, Carter
and
Boyd counties, and where
380
complaints were received.
The
heaviest caseload, with 1,067
complaints, was In Poet
9,
which takes hi Magoffln, Floyd,
SUPPLIES
Pike, Johnson and Martin comiTo Sell or Rent
ties.

FULTON KENTUCKY
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Three Paducah Golf
Tournaments Are Set
Paducah's three golf tourna- The Rolling Hills tournam
ent,
Mews that annually attract outstaged at the Rolling Hills Connof-town entrants have been
scheduled for June and July. try Club's 18-hole course, annually attracts over 200 golfers,
Here are the dates:
-Seniors, June 19-20;
litte largest field of amateurs on
-Rolling Hills Invitational, t h e summer tournament trail.
July 10-11;
Traditionally, the Rolling Hills
-Irvin Cobb Championships, tournament is held the second
July 16-17-18.
week in July, a week prior to
The popular Seniors, for golf. the Cobb.
et's 50 years and older, will in- Opening the 35th
annual amadude a preliminary event On teur-professiona
l Irvin Cobb will
t'irlday. June 18, Paxton Park be Friday's
pro-am, one of the
Golf Pro Vince Genovese an- top attractions
for out-of-town
flounced. It will be a four-man golfers. Then,
the area's t
best-ball tournament, rules of golfing show
will send partici
play of which will be released pants to
Paxton's municip
liter,
course for the next two days.

SUPER SAVINGS
Al Evans Drug
HOSPITAL AND
SICK ROOM
Primer

Package of 3
Giant Silo

66c
ALBERTO VO-5
HAIR SPRAY
17.oz; Rag. $2.35

BARN
PAINT
Your Choice Red,
Green, or White

$2,99 GAL.

Dutcher Williams
PROFESSIONAL
OUTSIDE WHITE

HOUSE
PAINT
IN A REUSEABLE
2 GAL. BUCKET

Ford Says Agriculture Is
Foundation Of State Economy

2GAL$5.99
ENAMEL
$399

Log Cabin
R
mbled

Railroad Salvage
Company

$1..49
Head & Shoulder
Shampoo
Family Size
Rea. $1.75

DO-

NOW OPEN

$1.19
PROTEIN 21

FOR ALL KINDS OF REPAIRS

SHAMPOO
11-02. Size
Res. $2.49

$1.79

WATER VALLEY GARAGE

Yard Sirs

LEAF BAGS
Rag. $1.98

99c
Polaroid

Burcham Joins
Union City
Law Firm

COLOR FILM
Type 10$

$3.99
Th. Ala 11..

AVANS DRUG CO.
Lake $t.

The most popular type of rose
in home gardens is the hybrid
tea rose. It has a long blooming period and comes in a variety of colors, with some flowers having more than one color
on a petal.

Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford says research center
that farm problems will not be versity of Kentuck at the Uni
y.
PORCH & DECK
approached in a vacuum during "We have
made some proThomas Dowell and his Cabin
his administration and that all gress,"
Ford said. "But, in
Kentuckians should realize that my judgement,
if we are to asThe house is sporting a brand no problem. The Dowel's have agriculture is still the found- sure a truly bright future for
new roof of wooden shingles been antique collectors for some ation of the state's economy, agriculture in Kentucky, there
FULTON, Ky. - The Drama
GAL.
The Lieutenant Governor, in must be an underst
which Mr. Dowell told us he time and have a fine collection
and Literature Department of
anding among
was fortunate enough to obtain not limited to just old furniture remarks to a meeting of the all Kentuckians that
the Fulton Woman's Club prethrough the efforts of McAdoo but including fine old glass, National Farmers Organization lure is an integral agriculWe Make Keys
part and
sented a comedy, "Diet Begins
Builders after the house had lamps and other Items
too at Nelson County High School, the foundation of our economy."
HAROLD J. NORRID
Tomorrow" by Mary Steams, by
to mention here. in Bardstown said, "during my
A picture may be worth a been re-assembled on the pre- numerous
"Farm
They have some pieces not administration, as your goy- busines problems affect every
at the general meeting on Fri- thousand words
but we would sent site. You do not have to be
sman in Kentucky and,
day. The one-act play spot-light, still like to write a few to go ancient to remember when most commonly found In local collec- ernor, farm problems will not therefore, must
be the concern
tions
of
houses
antique
in
this
items
be
area,
which
approac
along
particuhed
ed the age-old problem of losing
with the picture of Thomin a vacuum." of all Kentuckians and of
govoriginated In England.
larly
out
in
the
county,
The
Their
as
meeting
had
Dowell
was
standing
sponsor
by his log wood
weight and the varied remedies cabin.
ed ernmen
shingles. Most families daughter, Betty, and her husband by the Nelson County NFO and added. t at all levels," he
Lake St - Fulton, Ky.
Of the problem.
Most people have eaten at even owned an old shingle split- lived In that country for some farmers from the Central Kenmonths. Their daughter, Bar- tucky
The cast included Mrs. James the Country Kitchen or at a din- ting tool.
area were expected to
Freeman built the chim- bara visited with her sister in attend.
thgr ca
gete
rvied
ce abyndDothWeerll
Green, Mrs. Ben Davis, mrs. ne
'
efSore
Cakn
ter- neyJack
England and friends
and fireplace and the
of the
"Farme
rs will not be penow wells plan
J. D. Hales, Mrs. J. T. Nanney,
to enlist the ser- Dowell children, learning that
that Tom
and Mrs. Charles Moon. At the date with Dowell stays up to vices of Sam Palmer, a local the Dowells were interested in alized by unfair taxation," Ford
his food services.
said, adding, "Business comclose of the play, the actresses Not so many know that
plasterer, to rechink
the antiques, have picked up sev- bines will not be allowed
at home,
to
collector's
were presented a bouquet of Tom's interests go back into logs. The inside of at least one eral nice
item squeeze
you out of the market
e opa
s st ofonauthekind
flowers by the club's president, tihqu
susbyecintellainng- room had been painted at some aeces for them.
place."
When
time and it is planned to have
asked if there are any
Mrs. Robert Batts. A "tee- the
The Democratic gubernatorthis paint removed by sand- particular plans for the log
log
gram" was also received invit- The house pictured.
ial candidate said that "prolog house is now locat- blasting done by the McCutch- house, the Dowells said they grams
ing the actresses to bring their ed on a le
. to protect the public
Just
plan to continue to enjoy
adjacent to the eon Monument crew.
Noticeable in the picture area reconstructing the house and health will be administered to
successful play to New York. Dowell home on Highway
Trucks-Cars-Lawn Mowers51, quantity
of old split rails which furnishing IL It may be used protect the public, not to handlcouple of miles north
of
Combines-Tractors-Etc.
for
Mrs. Batts Presided at the a
cap
guests
the
farmer
after
."
the
restora
Union
city.
It
is
of
the "dogtrot" will be used to put up an auth- tion
business session. The Rev, Ellis type,
is completed and this
During the past two sessions
- ALL WORK GUARANTEED meaning
that
entic
It
zig-zag
consists
rail fence. The
Veale, pastor of the First Chris- :of rooms
on either side, sep- Dowel's also intend to furnish could mean that fellow antique of the legislature, Ford said
collecto
tian Church, brought an Easter 'rated by a breezew
rs
will
be
a
trying
number
of
measur
to
were
es
enay open the house with- what else- „wangle invitati
ons to visit the acted to assist farmers includ*Naos devotional message. The °Pa" between.
'sequin and are looking for Dowells
for the pleasure of ing removing the five percent
ftr wallalroc
Water Valley, Ky.
Rev. Veale chose as his scrip- nea
tinated
andbywhte
hen Dowells items known to have been used being
ACROSS THE RAILROAD FROM THE POSTOF
in log houses before. Andirons Early surrounded by authentic sales tax on farm machinery
ture a passage found in MatFICE
Americana!
was
covered
and
creatio
with
n
for
imitatio
of
the tobacco
the fireplace and
n brick
thew 28.
old
siding. They know very little log holder for firewood anhave
Mrs. Nelson Tripp sang the air the history of the log house
been obtained with authentic log
Club Collect and was accom- at this time but are attempting house history.
panied at the piano by Mrs. to learn more about its origin.
Period furniture for furnThe name "Neal" is carved on ishing the log house will be
Charles Burrow.
a log in one room.
Hostesses for the social hour
were Mrs. J. T. Nanney, Mrs.
Bertes Pigue, Mrs. A. B. Thacker, and Mrs. Mel Simons.
AT DECA CONVENTION
tire
Stephen Walker, Stan Hurt,
xnen you buy 1st tire at
and Mike Hailey, attended the
Sears low single-tire pricr:
members of the South Fulton
handerattOd
DECA class, attended the TenRandall Burcham, a former
e
"Ita:41
1VRAVI$
o
.DECA convention in South Fulton attorney,
has
Memphis the week-end of joined Fenner Heathcock to
March 27. With them was their form the law firm of Burcham
and Heathcock, the well-known
teacher, Wyatt Cunningham.
Obion County attorneys announced today.
Mr. Burcham, who has maintained offices in the American
Legion building for a number
of years, joined Mr. Heathcock in the law offices at 923
East Main
April 1.
Mr. Heathcock and the late
George C. Cloys were in
partnership at the East Math
location for several years before Mr. Cloy's death last week.
Mr. Burcham, a native of
The MELVILLE • 84727M
Obion County, has been practicThe ABBOTT • B4725W
The DONATELLO
Early American styled
ing law since 1957 when he openContemporary styled console
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Murray State University and
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from Cumberland University
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School of Law at Lebanon, Tenn.
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to opening his practice, was in tread squirm for better wear,
business in Fulton for several traction, steering and brakyears and spent five years in ing...two rayon cord plies.
the Navy, retiring with the
rank of Commander in the PRICE INCLUDES SHIPPING,
Naval Reserve.
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Fulton Club
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AS LOW AS $550 FOR 23"CONSOLE'

Save 50%
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in a complete family of screen sizes
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DECORATOR FLAT WALL PAINT

COLOR-FAST • WASHABLE - SPOT RESISTANT
I COAT COVERS MANY COLORS
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR INKY CAM

S. P. MOORE fa COMPANY

16a & Breadwer

REGISTER HERE!
WIN 4150 CASH

Palism,Se

Teem

Machine Sales Soar
BONN-West German output
of office machines mushroomed
from $24.3 million in 1949 to
4441.6 million in 1989, and exports in the period climbed
from 61.8 million to $497.6 million.

Sam'

Sears

CATALOG SALES OFRCE
Broadway St.
South Fulton
DIAL 478-1420
REGISTER HERE!
WIN $150 CASH
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Combs Presents His 5-Point
Trogram To Fulton Countians
••••• ••- •

PRESTON KENNEDY
Three hundred persons, prltaillennwerat Executive Editeil marily from Fulton County, atBert tended a fund raising dinner
.:7
-7THLTON, Ky.,
Irks presented a five-point meeting at Holiday Inn.
;VW= to Fulton Countians to- Combs said he favors a sevand said it is essential erance tax on coal, oil and
be and Julian Carroll be natural gas. He said that revseeauxer end lieutenant enue from such a tax is needed
tor increased teacher salaries
Thor.
•

M

'Doc'Beauchamp Is
Victim Of Cancer
LEXINGTON, Ky.
Emerson 'Doc' Beauchamp,
for nearly half a century was a central figure in Kenpolitics,
Democratic
died
here Wednesday night, the victucky
of cancer.
.thn
Beauchamp, 71, a former lieutenant governor from Logan
County, had entered St. Joseph's Hospital for surgery immediately after the recent special session of the General Assembly.
He had served as clerk of the
-Senate during the session.
Beauchamp's political career
-started at the age of 13 when he
became a page in the state
Rouse of Representatives. DurMg the succeeding years, he
nheer lost a race for office.
7 He was elected Logan County
ourt Clerk in 1925, re-elected
In 1929, and was chosen sheriff
of the same county in 1937.

who

. -He served as a member of the
:state Tax Commission from 1931
So 1935 and was brought by former Gov. Earle C. Clements to
:Frankfort in 1947 as director of
be Division of Personnel.
Be was elecated to rural highay commissioner in 1948.
-Beauchamp became the first
'.11entenant governor of the state
:
lo serve in that capacity full-tinie, under the Salary Act of
1950.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn, when no
lifted of Beauchamp's death,
-said Beauchamp, "Lived, enjoyed and gave to the public a life
of service."
"His friendly understanding
-personality endeared him to
many," Nunn, a Republican,
said, "and made him a successful and worthy political' adver-

'DOC' BEAUCHAMD.

sary as well as a warm and appreciated person."
Nunn added that memories of
Beauchamp's "colorful career
shall long linger and he will be
greatly missed."
Former Gov. Bert Combs,
now campaigning as a Democratic gubernatorial candidate,
said, "I have lost a very close
friend .and Kentucky has lost one
of its best citizens."
Beauchamp served as rural
highway commissioner during
Combs' previous administration.
The former governor said
Beauchamp was "perhaps the
most typical Kentuckian I have
known. He is as much a part
of this state as burley tobacco."
Combs also said that during
Beauchamp's political career,
"There was never a stigma of
dishonesty about him. I think he
tiliprthies,the fallacy that politistAna„are.hiteiparilyielfish."
He said he would cancel cam441HIJR.. FRI., SA
paign plans for Thursday in
honor of Beauchamp.
APRIL 15-16-17
Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford, camy
.
- paigning for the Democratic gubernatorial nomination in Western Kentucky, said "Kentucky
has lost not only a great public
servant but the Democratic party has lost one of its most loyal
and influential men of -this con-tury."
"I have worked with Doc and
knew'his capabilities and I deeply regret his passing," he add..41tw
--• ed. Ford had worked with Beauchamp during the recent session
,
,of the General Assembly when
trsuble with ilds- the latter was clerk of the Sen'and how tc get ':ito :t) [ate.

and other spending.
He said a portion of such a
tax should go hack to the 35
counties in Kentucky which produce coal, oil and natural gas,
and the remainder of the revenue should be placed in the
state's general fund.
Combs said his opponent, Lt.
Gov Wendell Ford, would place
a severance tax only on coal,
and he (Combs) thought the
other two minerals should not
be excluded.
Combs said Kentucky teachers are entitled to reasonable
increases in salaries and he believes most Kentuckians are
willing to do what is necessary
to see their children educated.
He said Kentucky almost is
"a crisis state" on the matter
of protecting the environment.
He said he would establish a
separate department of environmental control and bring
all of the present state agencies
intq,..the one department.
Combs added that a single
agency "could get to the problem and solve it."
He called for a financial disclosure law and said all candidates ought to be willing to disclose the value of their property
and amount of their income.
Combs said the measure failed in the last session of the
legislature and he believed it
wuu.t, ue passed in the next
session.
Combs said there needs to be
"a long look taken at the welfare system." He said there
should be more incentive provisions and that people receiving payments should be required to work, if possible for
them to do so.
Combs called the Democratic
primary campaign "a fun campaign." He said Ford "started
as a good assistant, was a good
one and still would be. I taught
him all he knows, but not all I
know."
He said Ford had complained
that he couldn't do anything
when Gov. Nunn is in the state,
and then had said that he
couldn't do anything when Nunn
was out of the state.
"If he can't do anything, he

Sun., Mon., Tues., Wec
April 18-19-20-21
A-D-U-L-T
Entertainment
Nothing has been left dut ti
"The Adventurers"'

A PAPAW= WEI

MR EMI
len Man

NEW ADMISSION PRICE
ADULTS $1.25
Children, Under 12, FREE

Employment
Holds Steady
Non-agricultural employment
in five area counties was
steady in February.
A total of 29,650 such jobs
were reported. There were 50
fewer jobs in the manufacturing
field and 50 more jobs in nonmanufacturing as compared to
a month earlier.
The February employment figure was somewhat improved
over February 1970, when a total of 28,600 jobs were reported.
The report covers McCracken,
Ballard, Carlisle, Livingston ancl
Marshall counties.
Last year, more than seven out
of ten deaths of holcters of ordieery life insurance policies were
caused by cardiovascularrenal
diseases and cancer.

04IP

DOZER WORK
Land Cleaning

MURRAY, Ky.,
Seventy-one publishers selectively contribute more than 600
titles from their current lists to
make the exhibit to be on display in the Library Science Department at the Murray State
University Library April 19-30.
The exhibit will be °pep, Monday through Friday from I p.m.
to 4:30 p.m. and on Saturday
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
The range and variety of the
books are best indicated by the
fact that they break down into

There are 309,000 physicians
the U.S
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FROZEN FILLET OF

Perch
FROZEN
Halibut Steaks
PLATTER smED
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ENDS & PIECES
Bacon

SATURDAY ONLY
Double Feature!
Elvis Presley - In

rgem,

25 main classifications and 103
sub-classifications. All ages —
from pre-school through senior
high are covered. An elementary and secondary catalog lists
the books by curriculum area
and carry a comprehensive sublad, title, and author letlex.

89t
L.29C

10129

hirrizrami
Metrocolor

l'ANAMMX* 110IMICOLOIr
A PARAMOM PXIVRE

Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield, who had Joined with
more than 100 other congressmen in introducing legislation
to compel Clifford Hardin, Sec-

29t
.59t

PIECE

James Garner
Gayle Hunnicutt

e5ide ofthe

Stubblefield
Reveals Milk
Price Support

Page 2

retary of Agriculture, to raise
the milk sepport price to at
least 85 percent of parity, announced that Hardin has raised
the price support level
of
manufacturing milk from $4.66
to $4.93 per hundredweight.
Rep. Stubblefield, chairman
of the House Dairy Subcommittee, explained the price support increase as a necessary
step to offset the Inc reased production cost that farmers have
had to absorb. "While there is
no question that our committee
would have approved the legislation to force the Secretary's
hand, I am relieved that the
administration has seen fit to
approve our request without a
congressional fight!'
Stubblefield stated.

CUT UP OR SPLIT

-- Plus --

eifountain

Thursday, April 15, 1971

Fryers
L.33
BOX 0-CHICKEN 12 S
Fryer Parts TOTALLB
'/.PORK LOIN SLICED INTO
Pork Chops
GRAIN FED BEEF
Chuck Steak
LB69C
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JUMBO SIZE
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• op•-r.r.Panayision and Metrocolor
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HSU Sets
Display
Of Books

MGM presents
A Freeman-Enders Roductfon

ELVIS 9
Noromor

than the other candidate.
Combs repeatedly referred to
hhnself and Carroll as a team,
as Carroll had done in his
earlier address.
Carroll said the Democratic
party "must run its strongest
man against the Republicans,"
and that he was pleased to be
Combs' running mate.
He said Combs is knowledgeable about state government.
"He won't have to go to school.
He can be governor the first
day."
Carroll said Combs is "a decision maker . . . we want a
winner and we have us one."

NOW Thru FRIDAY
Double Feature!

thoiv;

'MGA-P Para,.
um,

ought to resign. He should have
resigned to run for governor
. . the record shows the lieutenant governor has been running for office ever since he's
been in Frankfort," Combs
quipped.
Combs said the eyes of the nation will be on the 1971 general
election in Kentucky. He said
he believed "that people think
the Democratic philosophy is
best for the little people." He
said it is important to the
Democratic party that Kentucky
elect a Democratic governor
this fall.
Combs continued that if he
were elected governor he could
come nearer helping bring
about the election of two Democratic senators from Kentucky
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When lou Shop At LIBERTY
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Five-Point MessageFor Parents,Children
E presented By Former Mother OfThe Year
If By PRESTON KENNEDY
:7:Sen-Democrat Executive Editer
KENLAKE STATE PARK —
• ;ate woman credited with being
iPthe inspiration and guiding iniSiluence in making better citii:lens and better Christians of
iilso many young persons" api4reared before the First District
:::Federation of Women's Clubs at
1.ts spring meeting here on
Wednesday.
Mrs. R. G. LeTourneau, of
..1.engview. Texas, carries a simS
.
1sle message — there has to be
'
:
:
•,;ijsome kind of new rapport be4ween young people and their
..::elders if they and their world
- are going to be what they ought
•_10 be.
Mrs. LeTourneau makes her
-Ousts with dignity and thought;illness. Sometimes, she raises
hand for emphasis. Otherwise,
the presents a quiet approach
as she outlines her thoughts.
Her husband was an industrialist and inventor. He died four
: weeks after Mrs. LeTourneau
• was selected as U.S. mother

of the year in 1969.
Since winning the honor, Mrs.
LeTourneau has traveled around
the nation.
She has a five-point message:
I. Every family should take
a few minutes each day in
reading "God's word" and in
prayer. "A family that reads
the word of God and prays together generally stays together," she said. She recommends
that children be brought to the
family altar at an early age.
"Start them when little and
stick to it," she urged.
2. A. child needs "loving, consistent discipline." Mrs. LeTourneau said she once operated a
ranch for delinquent boys. Some
of the boys said they previously
had been allowed to come and
go as they pleased and do
what they wanted. "When I punished them, they waited hand
and foot on me" because they
appreciated discipline, she reported.
A child should be "on LSD,"
Mrs. LeTourneau said. Her def-

FRIDAY NIGHT
FISH
FRY!

Fresh Caught Fish
Hush Puppies, Slew
Tarter Sauce
French Fries

5 to 12 p.m.
$1.25
Children 75c
k

DERBY

RESTAURANT
Fulton, Ky.
.1116.APPW

./

inition of LSD is "love, security
and discpiline."
Mrs. LeTourneau once said
!he spanked her daughter five
times before the child would recite a poem before a group.
That afternoon, the child reported the incident to her father
and then turned to her mother
and said, "And I said it, didn't
"It is best not to say anything
unless you are ready to follow
through with it," Mrs. LeTour,
neau reported.
3. Children should be taken to
Sunday School and church. The
parents and children should become involved in church work
— again as early as possible.
4. Parents should show their
affection to one another and in
front of their children. "We never tell them we love them —
it's a two-way street, to tell of
love. They like to hear it," Mrs.
LeTourneau said.
Children desire attention and
like to be praised for the good
things they do. If they don't
win attention this way, they are
apt to win attention by doing
bad things, the speaker said.
5. Don't criticize except in a
spirit of love and understanding.
Mrs. LeTourneau said too many
people habitually criticize each
other, their church and governmental leadership. "No wonder
children don't have respect for
law and order when all they
have heard is criticism," Mrs.
LeTourneau said.
Mrs. LeTourneau believes
many young women go into
motherhood unprepared and not
knowing of the problems of
raising children. She said older
mothers can be of invaluable
aid to them.
Mrs. LeTourneau's husband
was credited wtih this motto:
"Just because it's never been
done doesn't mean it can't be."
She told of an occasion in
which her husband called on her

to oversee preparation of a tamale pie for 7,000 persons who
would be attending the formal
opening of a plant.
She found it could be done.
Along the way, she acquired
2,000 pounds of hamburger, four
boys who stirred the ingredients
with garden hoes, a vehicle to
transport a 15-foot kettle, and
people to serve the audience.
The serving was done in 45
minutes.
Mrs. George Winn, district
governor, presided. Mrs. John
Kirksey, Kentucky mother of the
year in 1962, gaVe the invocation. Mrs. Bertha Wenzel presented songs of Paducah and
Western Kentucky. Mrs. Curtis
Miller was chairman of the decorating committee.

Detta Queen
To Stop

1971 BUICK LeSABRE 2-door hardtop,
bronze, vinyl top, V8, automatic, power
steering, power brakes, factory air,
white tires.
1970 IMPALA four door hardtop. White
with vinyl top. V-8 automatic with
power steering and factory air.
1970 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE. Grey
with Tenn, title, vinyl top. V-8 automatic with power steering, power
brakes and factory air. Extra nice car.
1970 CHEVROLET IMPALA custom coupe.
Kentucky tag, cream color, V8, automatic, power steering, power brakes,
factory air, vinyl top, white tires, a nice
1-owner. local car.
1969 ELXCTRA 225. Reg. four door hardtop
with Tenn. title. Brown with vinyl top.
V-8 automatic with power steering,
power brakes and factory air.
1969 OLDSMOBILE 98 4-door sedan, Ten_
nessee tags, brown, vinyl-top' V8, automatic, power steering, power brakes,
factory air.

A FEW OF THE 100,000--The nation's leading thoroughbred
race, the Kentucky Derby, annually draws more than 100,000
persons. Here only a few of those racing fans gather behind the
grandstand to make their prerrace selections. The Derby, to be
run for the 97th time May 1, is held at Louisville's Churchill
Downs.

SAC Bombers To Fly
Exercises Over Area

For the
OMAHA, Neb.
next several months Strategic
Air Command (SAC) B52 and
FBIll bombers will fly low level navigation and bombing exercises over the central portion of
the United States.
The aircraft will carry no
bombs but the accuracy of their
simulated attacks will be checked by radio and radar bomb
scoring equipment, a SAC
spokesman said.
The exercises, involving SAC
planes from all over the United
States, began March 29 and are
expected to continue for about
six months.
The Federal Aviation Agency
controlled route, drawn to avoid
large population centers, consists of a 10-mile-wide corridor
beginning northwest of BatesHEAVY WHEELBARROW
Members of Alpha Pin Omega ville, Ark. Other reference
points
are Walnut Ridge, and
fraternity at UT Martin pushed
a wheelbarrow for seven days Pocahontas, Ark., Thayer, West
from Martin to Memphis and Plains, Farmington, and Lilcollected $10,299.95 for St. Jude bourn, Mo., Hickman, Arlington,
Murray and Paducah, Ky., Ridg
Children's

way and Mount Carmel, Ill.,
the terminal point. Mobile Radar Bomb Scoring (RBS) sites
are near Arlington, Ky., and
Ridgway, Ill.
Over this corridor, the unarmed bombers will fly at altitudes
of 500 to 2,100 feet, returning to
high altitudes after they pass
northwest of Mount Carmel.
They will fly at sub-sonic
speeds, so residents need not anticipate the window rattling sonic booms, SAC said.

Timber Situation,
Oudook Surveyed
WASHINGTON—The U.S. Forest Service is appraising the
nation's current timber situahob and the outlook for the future. This, the first extensive
survey since 1962, is giving special attention to finding out the
Impact of park, highway and
reservoir development on forest land areas and timber volumes.

Mike Williams, Warm Tuck, Manus Williams,
Aubrey Taylor, Verne Spraus led Dal Taylor
IIONWAT 307
FULTON, KT.
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KUALA LUMPUR—Malaysian
exports to the Middle East in
,the first half of 1970 jumped
61 per cent over the like 19119
period, to $34.4 million.

KR. DARNER!

Lime • Fertilizer - Anhydrous Ammonia
Seed Corn Custom Spraying.

CL

10.0.11.

We have top quality lime and fertilizer: meets
all government specifications: high in calcium
and magnesium. We accept all purchase
orders on lime and fertilizer.

Phone 838-6261 Cayce, Kentucky
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BOY'S FAST - BACK

JEANS
Solids and Plaids
Reg. $3.99,
6 - 18 Reg: Slims 6 - 12

ALL LADIES

SLACKS

$2.99

— NOW —

4 OFF

1966 FORD FAIRLANE wagon, Tennessee
tags, white, V8, automatie. _

"Where the best deals are TAYLOR MADE"
"SEE ONE OF THESE SALESMEN" • -
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1967 PONTIAC CATALINA. Two door
hardtop. Maroon with Tenn. title. V-8
automatic with power steering and
power brakes.

TAYLOR CHEVROLET - BUICK

Tennessee part of the area, and
In the twenty lake access areas
located along the shorelines of
the two lakes. Piney has 200
tent and trailer sites with electrical outlets, trailer dumping
station, and heated shower and
rest room buildings. The lake
access areas provide more limited camping, picnicking, and boat
launching facilities at no charge.
Rates in the family campgrounds are $2 per night with
25 cents additional for electricity. Camping in the family
campgrounds and lake access
areas is on a first-come-firstserve basis, and the maximum
stay is two weeks. For additions
al information write Land Between the Lakes, Tennessee Valley Authority, Golden Pond, Ky.
42231.

'
4- 71

1968 BUICK SKYLARK 4-door sedan, grey,
vinyl top, V8, automatic, power steering, power brakes, factory air.
1968 OPEL WAGON, white, 4-speed.

1957 CHEVROLET 2-door hardtop, Kentucky tag, grey, vinyl roof, V8,3-speed.

GOLDEN POND, Ky. — Hillman Ferry, one of three big
family campgrounds along the
Kentucky Lake shoreline in Land
Between the Lakes, opened its
sixth season Wednesday, April
7. The other two campgrounds
are Piney (open year-round) and
Rushing Creek, which opens
May 27. Land Between the Lakes
is TVA's big outdoor recreation
area between Kentucky Lake
and Lake Barkley in west Kentucky and Tennessee.
Located a bout three miles
south of Barkley Canal, Hillman
Ferry has 310 tent and trailer
sites, including a circular trailer park that makes it easy to
handle the biggest travel trailers. Other facilities and attractions at Hillman include electrical outlets, modern rest room
and shower facilities, trailer
dumping station, boat launching
ramps, assembly area, and a
supervised recreational program
during the summer season.
Campers can enjoy year-round
camping in Land Between the
'Lakes at Piney, located in the

In

F01
-Charo
years
a41 agi
Cr, It
901-20
mites

1969 CHEVELLE 4-door sedan, Ken4gy
tag, Green, V8, automatic, Power
steering, factory air.

1968 PLYMOUTH Road Runner 2-door
hardtop, Kentucky tag, Red, V8, automatic.
1967 BUICK ELECTRA 225 Custom 4-door
hardtop, Kentucky tag, white, vinyl
roof, V8, automatic, power steering,
power brakes, power windows, power
seats; factory air.
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LBL's Hillman Ferry
Campground Now Open

The Greene Line to
steamer the Delta Queen is expected to pay its first visit ol
the season to Paducah on Sunday, April 25, according to Bill
Murphy, executive director of
the Greater Paducah Chamber
of Commerce.
Murphy said the sternwheeler
will be en route from Memphis,
Tenn., to Cincinnati, Ohio, on a
trip chartered by the National
Trust for Historic Preservation.
Approximately 110 persons are
making the trip, he said.
The Delta Queen will be
docked here from 11 a.m. to 1
p.m., Murphy said.
Murphy said the Chamber of
Commerce plans to have three
buses to transport the passengers on a tour of the city.
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ONE GROUP! BOY'S

DRESS SHOES
VALUES TO $7.00

WIII=11111111W

$4.00
LADIES LONG SLEEVE

BLOUSES

%orF

2.RACKS! LADIES
DRESS AND FLAT

SHOES
VALUES TO $6.00

$2. and $3.

.N. HIRSCH a CO.
615 BROADWAY. SOUTH FULTON
Hours: Mon. thru Thur. 8:30 - 6: Frt. - Bat. - 8:30 - 8

REGISTER HEBEI
WIN $150 CASH
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Green Survival Begins
In Your Own Backyard
The pollution of our environ- be able to exert some leadership
ment seems so large in scope with his friends and colleagues-that the average person feels mayvery well be one of Amerihopeless in transforming
his ca's greatest hopes for catching
concern into constructive action. up with and overtaking the deCertainly, there must be more terioration of the environment.
for him to do than switching to
Robert F. Lederer, Executive
returnable bottles and unleaded Vice President of the American
Association of Nurserymen, reges.
There is. There's a lot more! cently predicted that ills the inPlant materials are among the dividual who is going to be the
most effective fighters of pol- solution to environmental problution in existence. Every citizen lams. "What a different place
has an opportunity to help im- zen qould plant trees to purify
prove the environment by plant- the air and trap dust, create
ing more trees, shrubs, ground greenbelts to fight smog, plant
covers, vines or grass in areas green sound barriers to abate
where they will be able to use noise, and min whith others to
create micro-environments of
their anti-pollution talents.
If you're a homeowner, begin beauty and relaxation," he said.
In your own backyard. Plant a row,
The Association, the trade orof arborvitae along the
rear ganization of the nursery indusproperty line to reduce the noise try, advocates the creation of
level from that freeway two "micro-environments"
where
blocks away. Plant a shade treei Americans can withdraw when
here and there throughout the they feel the pressures of urban
yard to catch the pollutants in life becoming too intense. The
the air and hold them until you most obvious place for these recan hose them into the ground. treats is In the backyard
or
Talk with your neighbors about .gardens of private homes. But
trying to get a few trees planted they can also be on the roofs of
along the street to add some 'mid - city office buildings or
teauty to the neighborhood. Talk apartment houses, in the courtto the men at the office about yards nestled between skyscraptaking that vacant lot behind the ers, and adjacent to a factory,
warehouse and turning it into a a
warehouse, or a new car
small park for the relaxation of dealership. They can even be inemployees and neighborhood re- doors, using live plant material
sidents. Talk to the members of to bring the outdoors inside.
your Rotary Club about closing
The Association, through its
a few
blocks of the downtown annual Landscape Awards Proarea to automobiles and turning gram paid tribute last year to a
the street into a mall filled with church in the center
New York
trees and shrubs that wifl clear City that had created a garden
the air and release fresh oxy- reminiscent of an oriental meditation garden to give Manhattan
gen.
The average American who is office workers and residents a
willing to invest a little extra place where they can temporarily
elseikand money--and who might get away from the tensions of
'the city.
The year 1.-1:me a bank in
Charleston, S. C., received an
award for tzhing leadership in
restoring part of downtown Charleston to the quiet, gracious atmosphere of an earlier century.
Members of the Association
are excited by projects such as
these, because they believe they
point the way to what can be
done by every business, industry
and institution in the United
States. There are literally thousands of possibilities for new environments -- for
replacing
noise, smog, ugliness and clut•
ter with greenery that offers
FOR SALE: 8 pure bred fresher air, reduced notillf;
-Charolais bulls, 8 months to 4 beauty and inspiration.
''Green Survival" is the nal(
years old. Purebred females of
,aill ages for sale. Billy E. Turn- the American Association of Nerd.
serymen
has given their camer, Rives, Tennessee. Phone
901-246-2485 or 2495. Twelve paign to improve the envirgutment. Even the words convec
t
miles southeast of Union City,
sense of hope. But the hope
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NEW!

100 TABLETS

ARTHRITIS
PAIN FORMULA

COMPARE $
AT '2.98

MYLANTA
COMPARE
AT '1.98

44
years experience.
tax returns PrePared
lae.re.
'
207 Third,
472-1547. John W. Bostick.
**ENT Wheelchairs. crutch&
and other convalescent skis at
CITY SUPER DRUG 408 Lake
Fukon, ICY
FOR SALE-235 six-cylinder
Chevrolet motor complete Standard shift, 1967 Ford truck, 18
foot grain bed, excellent condition. Call 472-1334.

HELP WANTED — Excellent
earning opportunity representing AVON COSMETICS opening now in Fulton County. Call
or write—Mrs. Margaret Taylor
P.O. Box 1028
Paducah, Ky. 42001
Pho. 898-2708
SPINET-CONSOLE PIANO
Wanted iesponsible Party to
hike over spinet piano. Easy
terms. Can be seen locally.
Write Credit Manager, P. 0.
Box 276, Shelbyville, Indiana
46176.
FURNITURE upholstering;
free estimates. Laircf's Upholstery Shop, US 45-E 8 miles
south of Fulton, next to Laird
& Vance Antique Shop. Phone
479-1511.
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5 DOUBLE EDGE BLADES76
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photofinishing prices
toth
pare
Sod
For Profit
You never overpay at Super D

WIN

•

f'S

7

A DAY

MULTIPLE
VITAMINS
LIMIT I

So MUCH. . .
for so LITTLE...
**********
Only 5 per word
to reach
6,500 Homes I

you pay only for the material •
used. P. N, Hirsch & Company,
South Fulton, Tenn.
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CLASSIFIED ADS

* WE MAKE DRAPES INF

29,t

88 DOUBLE TIPPED
SAFETY SWABS
LIMIT 1

of

Ionia

98' VALUE

COMPARE AT 65'

A neW agricultural industry is

now developing in Tennessee. It
is the production of quality sod
or turf to be sold. Actually,
selling sod is not so new, not
even in Tennessee. But lithe
kinds of sod now being groins
are fairly new and mut* of the
necessary equipment has been
developed only within the last
ten years.
At one time the only sod
available in Tennessee was
Bermudagrass and Tall Fescue
pastures. This kind of sod is still
good for highway use and
drainage ditches, but the new
hybrid Bermuda grasses and
Zoysiagrasses grown in a sod,
nursery are just What is needed
for much landscaping work in
Tennessee.
Some quality sod is now
grown in Tennessee, but more is
shipped in usually from farther
south. The market is reaeonably
well supplied at present. What
is needed is an expansion of the
market first and increased
production second. Ten times
the present amount of sod sold
could be marketed if nurserymen, landscapers, and
homeowners understood the
advantages of "instant" lawns.
To be sure, the cost of sodding a
lawn is rather expensive, but
the results may be much more
successful than seeing. At
present, industries like motels,
banks, and office buildings are
using most of the sod, but
homeowners should use more,
especially when the lawn area is
small.
Raising quality sod requires a
new kind of technology and
much more capital per acre
than many farm crops. Still, if
the market can be developed as
it should be, the growing of sod
will be profitable farming for
many farmers.

25,000

Kodacolor roll or
cartridge, 12 exposure

Movies, 25 ft. roll
8 mm. or Super 8

(20 exposure $3.25, with coupon $3.00)

(Kodachrome Daylight or Type A films)

WITH $1 74
0
,
:7
1.1 6

EVERYDAY di,
SUPER D
IP
_Leo
PRICE

5x7 Enlargement of your
favorite Kodaeolor negative
EVERYDAY
SUPER D
PRICE

38

WITH
COUPON

13C

EVERYDAY
SUPER D
PRICE

ch

WITH
COUPON -

70c

Color Slides., 20 exposure
35 mm. or 126, mounted
EVERYDAY
SUPER D
PRICE

,5c
—

WITH
COUPON

COUPON GOOD FOR 25'OFFI
111
everyday low Super D discount price on any
photo-finishing brought in through April 20, 1971. hi

70c

QUALITY
STAMPS
THIS IS THE LAST WEEK OF OUR
GRAND OPENING QUALITY STAMP
GIVEAWAY. SO HURRY ON DOWN
TO SUPER D RIGHT NOW TO
REGISTER FOR 25,000 QUALITY
STAMPS.
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

iiitnnattiV4744
"
014E17i=}1-4Yami

LOWEST PRESCRIPTION PRICES EVERYDAY
CONVENIENT LOCATION

Pick-Your-Own
Strawberry Plan
Is Opportunity
With the strawberry acreage in
Tennessee down to less than
1,000 acres, and with record
prices, there is an opportunity
for interested producers to get
Into the ''Plek-your-own"
strawberry business. The
"Pick-your-crem" sire
business can furnish=
Denies for the family as well as
a supply of quality berries to be
torten for year-round use. •

1306 NAILLING STREET
(NEXT TO E. W. JAMES & SONS SUPERMARKET)
UNION CITY, TENN.

PHONE 885-6558
OPEN - 9AM TO 9PM MONDAY thru SATURDAY
WE RESERVE THE RIM TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

STOREWIDE SUPER DISCOUNTS EVERYDAY
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Fulton, Ky.

U.S. tiOVERNMENT INSPECTED WHOLE

RY

Plus
Quality
Stamps

lb.

:BREAST

Lb. 69c

BACKS

Lb. 19c

LEGS & THIGHS ,
GIZZARDS
LEGS

Lb. 39c
Lb. 49c
Lb. 59c

WINGS
THIGHS

Lb 23c
Lb. 49c
Lb. 10c

PORK CUTLETS

NECKS

SLAB BACON
REELFOOT

Lb. 69c

COFFEE

Lb. 49c

LUNCH
MEAT

Lb. 49c

2

ROUND

MACKERAL
STOKELY'S 16

:
BREAD . CHEER49

WONDER LONGHORN

39t

TENDER LOIN

Lb. 99c
GRADE A
LARGE

Doz.

STOK LEY'S 46 oz

3

FRISK IES I51/2-es.

TOMATO CATSUP 20-oz. 3 For $1.00

DOG FOOD

4

C

DAISY FRESH
S

91
3

Lb. $1.49

59t
6cAN.594.

VAN CAMP

$
FOR 1

PONG DRINK

4
9(

BEEF STEW 24°z.
HYDE PARK

PARKAY

1

LBS

CHEESE SPREAD

WITH A $5.00 PURCHASE EXCLUDING
MILK AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS.
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILY
E.W. JAMES & SONS SOUTH FULTON, TENN

2

3

• Nil m'Wive oil iiiiiivi au co eve gum fue PA Ivo lueoglue vuo ove ,.:
&

c TOMATO SAUCE

STOKELY

SAUSAGE

4

FOR

15 °z.

Lb. 79c

PORK

9c EGGS

A STOKE LY'S 8 oz.

FOOD STICKS

4 oz.

CHICKENS

:
And Addit. $5.00 Purchase Excluding Milk and
.,
Tobacco Products.
-.
:
:
, Limit One Coupon Per Family
g VS Ifti NV Ifd VS MI IAI Ifd ird WS aid ild WIWIIAI WISPS VS KS WI bra 454SAS VI NI VS WI WI WI WI MI WI WI WI WI VI SAWA WI WI WS
VA .

4 7/8 oz.

KREY VIENNA

BAR - B - DUE

Lb. 33c

TENDEBATED HAM

$

0

GREEN BEANS
FOR
OLEO
BISCUITS
.tvell/11KOM Pfil PAPA P.N 011 PA PR PAPA MOUS RA PAP MallPAPA !"111M111.01WIIIKPI INSIVII WM PR WI lUll RIM PAPA PM WA WO
**WITH THIS COUPON**
CLE ARFIELD IMITATION
:
WITE THIS COUPON
I'
GIANT DETERGENT
I
100 FREE
oz.
i
QUALITY STAMPS'
{

BREAD 20 oz.3 FOR89

PILLSBURY SPACE

REE LFOOT
BOLOGNA. BEEF & BACON
LIVER CHEESE SOUSE
PEPPER—LOAF
PICKLE & PIMENTO
6 oz. PKGS.

HOCKS

Lb. 99c

SWEEP STAKES JACK

HYDE PARK

LB.

CENTER SLICES

lb.

1 LB.

EmAHKET mADE394
FRESH PURE PORK

FRESH PORK

STEAK

FOLGERS OR
OLD JUDGE

MERIT

9t

LB
'

FRANKS

GROUND

RIBS

flflt LAKE BR IND
Whole or
BOLOGNAHalfLBSt.ick

12 oz. PKG.

PORK

SHORT

24 oz.

REE LFOOT (Whole or Half)

Q
sp.ulauamslipts
y

CS lb.

Plus
Quality
Stamps

lb.

1

FRESH

LEAN BONELESS

SALTINES

49
0
CON 39.

HERMITAGE SLICED

CUT UP
LB. 33c

P CN
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can.

LB
BOX

79

COUPON

ill

:3
FINAL
TOUCH GRAPE JELLY
, FABRIC SOFTENER !
i

PINESOL99
KRAFT

7 Cans
22 oz.

•
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'r.--

.
•
e
d
e
m
a
b
l
e
9.

SPRAY STARCH

EXTRA

$1.00

5

xpires

KR AFT

59t

MIRACLE WHIP
Limit 1 coupon per
bottle purchased
only at E.W. JAMES & SONS
4-21-71 Without coupon Gt. Size

AMOND
D
:

Stamps

QT.

wGitNITI3v3sOCZ61%

aau7it:

Idaho Russet Potatoes 100 ct. 2 Lbs.25c1IHorne Grown Sweet Potatoes 2 Lbs. 29c

18-oz. 3 For __ MOO

s
STOKELY

25,

FRUIT

17 oz. 11

79c

FOR
5
1

COCKTAIL

STOKE LY'S 46 oz.

12' x 25'

TOMATO

FOIL

Turnips

Lb. 23c

WE ACCEPT
PE
W.
JA
ME
S
I
SO
NS
5.GOVERNMENT lip it "MCI-SAVINGS" .
FOOD STAMPS
Pr SUPERNIRRINET

Cantaloupes.

JUICE 394

Each 59c

THIS AD GOOD THURSDAY APRIL 15 THRU WEDNESDAY APRIL 21, 1971

WE CLOSE ALL DAY ON SUNDAY
Shop Early, You Save Twice At

U.

CI

CI

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

r

E.W. James & Sons - Low - Low
Prices Plus Quality Stamps

